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Rep. Hubbard
To Seek 3rd
Term In D. C._
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard. D-Ky., has said he
will seek a third term as Kentucky's 1st
District congressman.
But the Mayfield Democrat also told
a breakfast fund raiser Monday in
Washington that "I'm still seriously
considering running for governor in
1979."
Hubbard said "a factor that has to be
considered" is that his hometown,
Mayfield, is near the hometowns of
Wendell Ford of Owensboro and Julian
• Carroll of Paducah the two most
recent Kentucky governors.
- State Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer, Carroll's choice as a
successor, is from Greenup in eastern
Kentucky and lives in Lexington.
"But when I bring that subject up in
placeslike Mount Sterling oreovington
or-Pikeville, Usually the restOnse from
people urging me to run for governor is
that people don't think of a public of-
ficial from the standpoint of his
hometown," Hubbard said.
Hubbard also said he asks himself
whether he wants to sacrifice time that
could be spent with his family to take
on the chore of running for governor
and carrying out his duties as
congressman at the same time.
Hubbard insisted that, it would be
inaccurate to say he won't run for
governor in 1979, but said political tides
can change and he wants to observe
them for the next few months.
Arguments Slated
-On Home Rule Act
AUCTION PRIZES—A Murray-Calloway County Ducks Unlimited display
can be seen at Bank of Murray in preparation for the local conservation
group's annual banquet ThursdaY-,INPv, 17, 7 p.m., at the Murray-Cajlovyay
County Country Club. Tickets are avaiable from Tom Rushing at Bank of
Murray and Bobby Grogan at the Murray Branch of Hopkinsville Saving's
and loan. The pictured items will be auctioned off during the banquet,.
with money raised going to Ducks Unlimited.
130 Cost Of Living Takes Portion
-
Local Families' Income Up
A survy of income levels and income
distribution, covering all areas of the
country, shows - that in Calloway
County, appreciable gains were made
Thy most families in the past few years.
The progress is attributed, largely, to
the fact that more married women
were working, bringing home second
paychecks, Part of the added cash,
however, went to meet the steadily
rising cost of living.
With the increase in family earnings,
there has been a gradual movement
into higher income brackets. SoMe'--
families, who had 'been at the $8,000 to ,
$10,000 level before, have graduated to_
--the $10,000 to 315.000 spot. Citheis have'
Climbed still further.
The upward shift has been taking
place across the board, with the result
that the proportion of local families
remaining in the very low income
groups is now smaller than ever.
Thcts and figures are brought out
in a new repbrt issued by the Marketing
Economics Institute. It indicates how
income is distributed in each area.
In Calloway County, it shows, some
'Story Theatre' Cast Announced
By JOHNNY CANNON -
The -Catt--101`71112 Community
Theatre's upcoming production of
"Story Theatre" has been, announced
by Theatre Director Richard Valentine.
"I had a very difficult time casting the
show," commented Valentine. "A lot of
very talented people auditioned and the
turn out was overwhelming," he con-
tinued.
Ann Chapman, the stage manager for cast of 48 young people and adults, is 
Massey, Mark Hussung, Amanda portion of the 84 acre site, owned by
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The the show said, "Over 85 people attended 
the largest in the history of-the Corn- Hammack, Brad Newsome, and Leslie Don Tucker, is to be rezoned from
— state
alSupreme Court has scheduled an itirT, and-since il*
munity Theatre anikprombies to be one. --'Franklin. _ agriculture to residential (R5) and two
- . or aind t4ur
the show we had to Irmit the cast as 
— Murray 'Mgt- -School -- portions will be changed fromof the most talented a$ well.
argument Dec. -5 on whether the court *Richard-Simon, Mary Morris', and Lynn residential ( R4 )- to commercial (82).much as possible. We double-cast In announcing the cast list Valentineshould rehear its ruling striking down already
several roles and now have a troupe of commented, "I would like to thank See 
THEATRE,
the 1972 Home Rule Act. . that auditioned,
The high court Monday granted the 48'" 
• everyone- . and en- Page 12, Column 3
motion of Jefferson County Fiscal Students from every school in the 
courage as many people as possible to
Court for oral arguments on the petition entire county auditioned for a part in 
sign up on one of our technical crews
for a. rehearing, allowing on 
the show. Fourth graders on up through such as:, lighting, production, make-up,e hotiriefr_ , •
the entire argument.
Half the time will be available.to the iSic
fiscal court and half to-respondents, the •
54.9 per cent of the households had
incomes of $8,000 or more in the past
year.
That was a larger proportion than
was found the year before when a
previous MEI survey was made. It was
52.7 per cent then.
What the study sought to provide was
a better understanding of the buying
_power in each community, beyond that
r. revealed by its average income figure
alone.
It shows whether that average
comprises a small proportion of
families with 'very-big InConies com-
pensating for a larger proportion with
low incomes, or whether earnings are
better distributed.
The breakdown.figures for Calloway •
County indicate what the spread is in
the area and where local families stand
on the income ladder.
Listed with incomes • of $8,000 to
$10,000 are 10.1 per, cent of the
households. Between $10,000 and $15,000
are 18.8 per cent. Those earning $15,000
to $25,000 constitute 16.9 per cent of the
households. Some 9.1 per cent have




court said. Responses to the petition are
due before the court by Nov. 21.
The Supreme Courtalso granted the
motion of the Kentucky Court Judges
Association to appear as amicus curiae
(a friend of the- court ) and to adopt the
petition of Jefferson County Fiscal
Court as its brief.
The court also granted the motions of
Daviess County Fiscal Court and the
County Judges Association to par-
ticipate in the 'oral -argument, on the
condition that Jefferson County Fiscal
Court agreed to allow them a portion of
its 30 minutes. .
The court denied the motion of the
Legislative Research Commission to
participate in the oral argiiment.
ate-In' Set Friday, Saturday
Murray High School Band Boosters
will sponsor a fund-raising Orange
fowl Skate-In on Friday, NOvetriber 18'
from 10:30 p.m. until 7:00 a.m.,
Saturday, November 19 at Roller
Skating of Murray, Hwy. 641 North.
Members of all the Murray City
School Bands will solicit as many
sponsors as possible to contribute a
pledged amount of money for an agreed
,time skated by the band member,
accordffir to a spoltesman. The pledge
will be collected in advance and
chaperons at the Skate-In will record
each students actual skating time on
the sponsor sheet. In the event a skater .
does not fulfill the agreed skating time,
that portion of the money 'pledged will
ASCS AWARDS—Glen Crawford, right, chairman of Catloway County
ASC committee recently presented certificates and pins for service to the
local ASCS as community committeemen Pictured with their-plaques are
Eurie Smith-I-eft-for 10 years'service and fames fuel Erwin, center, for 15-
years service. Not present for the photo was Paul Blalock who has served
the committee 20 years..
inside today 
One Section-12 Pages
Personalized license plates for autos became available
in Kentucky after the last session of the legislature.
Columnist M. C. Garrott investigated the fad locally and
reveals his findings in today's installment of Garrott's




Partly sunny and a little
warmer today with highs in the
low to mid 60s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight with chance of
showers .and thundershowers,
lows in the low to mid 40s. Mostly
cloudy with showers and thun-
dershowers likely Wednesday.
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high school age, as well as adults froni
the university and-- -the -community, -
came to the try-outs which were held at
the public library.
The show, which is an adaptation of
the Grimm Brother's Tales and Aesop's
Fables, is scheduled for production
December 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6. The
production will be staged at the various
local schools during the evenings. The
be refunded to the sponsor. Rule for the
Skate-In call for:
Each skater-muSt sign in and 'Qh`
out, stating the time signed in and out.
No skater will be permitted to leave the
building. Once signed out, a skater will
not be permitted to return. Sufficient
chaperons and a person trained in first
aid will be present, inside and outside.
from 10:30 p.m. until 7:00 a.m.
Prizes will be awarded and drawings
will be held throughout the t kate-In. A
short break will be held mid-way of the
Skate-In and sandwiches will be
available at a nominal fee.
Those persons without sponsors who
desire to skate may participate in the-
Skate-In for $5 for the entire period. All
skaters not using their own skates will




All volunteers in the Arthritis Fund
Drive for the Kentucky Chapter
Arthritis Foundation for Murray and
Calloway County should have their,
collections made by December 1. ac-
cording to Dortha Jones of the Theta..
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, general chairman for the fund
drive here.
. Over $1,000 has been collected thus
far, Mrs. Jones said. Assisting in the
drive has been volunteers from the
Murray High School and Calloway
County High School Chapters of the
Future Homemakers of America, from
the Calloway County 4-H Clubs from the
Hazel Woman's Club, and from the
Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Mrs. Jones said the Arthritis
'Foundation is the only voluntary
agency working in the field of arthritis
which affects over 321.000 Kentuckians
including children and adults. She said
if a person is not at home at the time the
volunteer calls, donations may be sent
directly to the Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation, 1381 Bardstown
Road, Louisville, Ky. 40204. Murray
and Calloway County will be credited
with these donations even though they
are ssnt directly to the State Foun-
dation.
The county leader said arthritis irthe
number one "crippler" of both children
and adults and affects almost every
family. Persons may receive treatment
for arthritis, according to their in-
comes, at the Lexington Clinic and
Lexington V.A. hospital in Lexington, be updated and made available .for sale, with profits to be used to'henefit
.cmiomttipniegiettide surfacing project sh_.ou_ld, 
ac_Ittaxinri
and at Geneilitt-Hospitat,..gz,
Norton's Clinic in LoutavtlItr. ' 
• business educatio% students according to Harcourt Mrs. Happy retired in
within a few 
and the street 
reVened 
s tearher CUT tiTt. rat T1 '
"and costume.-
... The.cast includes students from:
Murray Middle School — John
Hassell, 'Todd Bartlett, Mark Austin,
Bekah Brock, Joey George, Susan
Hutchins, Rochea Perry, Kim _.
Edmonds, Pual Austin, Tyler Prince,
Ross Bolen, Karen Hainsworth, Rusty
Wright,- Tim Lackey, Lisa Russell,
Greer Houston, Whitney Taylor, Leslie
Several items of routine city business
was handled in a relatively short time
last night as the Murray Common
Council met in regular session.
Among approved by the council at the
meeting, which was televised over
MSU-TV, were:
— The second and final reading of a
new personnel ordinance for city
einployes; 
-
The appointment of councilman-
elect Dr. J. D. Outland to fill out the
unexpired term of former member Tom
Rushing who resigned to take a seat on
the Murray Independent School Board;
— A motion to draw an ordinance
amending the zoning code to rezone an
area between U. S. 641 N. and N. 16th
Street, north of the 121 Bypass. A
One
for
portion of the tract
commercial use;
is zoned
— The hiring of Max Dowdy,
presently chief of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad, to fill a vacancy in
the Murray Fire Department;
— Changes in the bylaws governing
the Murray-Calloway County Park
Board. According to Dr. C. C. Lowry,
councilman and member of the park
board, the changes deal with ap-
pointments to the board. Previously,
appointments by the mayor and county
judge had to receive the approilal of the
council and the fiscal court, respec-
tively. The change will allow the mayor
and county judge to make ap-
pointments to the board without- ap-
proval of the legislative bodies which
will comply with regulations in the
Kentucky Revised Statutes.
The council also set the time for the
next meeting at 5:30 mm., Nov. 28. The
meting date was changed due to the
'Thanksghting • and the early
• hour is because of the Chamber of
Commerce annual banquet that same
night.
Sponsors Hope For Swift Action
In Congress On Employment Bill
the federal government." Jack Carlson
said the bill's goals are "unattainable
without causing double-digit inflation."
Carter conceded that the 1983 goal of
cutting joblessness to 4 percent overall
and 3 percent for adults may be very
tough to meet. "But setting our sights
high challenges us to do our very best,"
hesaid in a stateme_nt.
Unemployment htuilbeen running at T
percent of the total work force but has
been much higher for young workers,
including black youths.
Earlier versions of thebill called for
reducing unemployment to 3 percent
within four years —..one year less than
the revised bill allows. They also called
for' government public service jobs as a
last resort for adults unable to find_
work elsewhere.
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Sponsors of
"full-employment" legislation, holding
a fresh endorsement from President
Carter. are hoping for swift
congressional action on a diluted bill
that sets a goal of cutting unem-
ployment to 4 percent by 1983.
The measure, a trimmedback version
of-a bill that was an issue in last year's
presidential campaign, creates no new
federal . jobs programs to meet the
unemployment target.
It also does not require the ad-
ministration to take specific steps to
meet the goal.
A House labor subcommittee plans to
begin hearings either later this year or
early in 1978 on the bill, a spokesman
said. An aide to one congressional
backer said sponsors "foresee the bill
passing in 1978."
The two sponsors of the original-bill,
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn, and
Rep. Augustus Hawkins, D-Calif.,
issued a joint statement predicting
iti-Votable congressional actiorr.---
"This legislation is of great im-
portance to every American," they
said. "We are grateful to the president
and his advisers for the priority
assigned to developing an agreement
and for the cooperative manner in
which /the discussions were carried
out."
AFL-CIO President George Meany
coiled Carter's declaration of support
Monday "a commitment to full eni-
ployment that we welcome." But he
added that "a Owl, without followup
action, would be meaningless."
But the chief U.S: Chamber of
Commerce economist said the
president was recommending a policy
"that will add to inflation and the size of
Paving To Begin
On Gilbert' Graves
That portion of Gilbert Graves Drive
through the Murray State University
campus and lying between Chestnut
Street and Roy Stewart Stadium will be
llosed for the major portion of this
week for paving, Dr. Richard Gray,
vice-president for administrative
services, has announced.
Access to the residential complex Of
the campus during the paving period
can be by Waldrop Drive just west of
Elizabeth I:tall and the Winslow
Cafeteria, " he noted. Weathef per-
FIT
member at Murray. Sidle University, has donaPed thelights a,nd plates to
her hook entitled -Bulletin Boardslor Buss Teachers" to the unisersitr
Shown with her as the look throughe the hook. which has been sold
across.the United Slates. are D. luh;s Harcourt (left), chairman of the
Departmentr.of Business I ducalioe and Administrative Management. and
J1. Thomas R. Hogancamp executive director of the Murray State Univer.
sitv Foundation To retain Mrs. Happy 's name as the author, the hook will
DONATION TO,BENE STUDENT Verda Head Happy retired faculty
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Confederate General cg col
Discussed By Speaker
Dr. Keith Heim s of the
Special Departmetit. , of
Murray StateUniversity was
the speaker at the recent
meeting of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters.of the Confederacy
held at the home of Mrs. Ray
-1' Mundy on -North Eighth
street. .
"Pat Cleburn, The
Stonewall Jackson of the
West" was the subject of the
talk by Dr. Heim. He said few
school children of these days
Dr Keith Heim
have heard of General
Cleburn, but his name should
not be forgotten. He said
probably no other Com-
mander of Confederate Forces
saw as much continuous
combat as Pat Cleburn who
was a man of courage and
• character inspiring those he-
- led into battle.
Dr. Heim said Cleburn';
family was of English noble
descent who moved to Tip-
perary in Ireland in- the mid
18th century. From the Irish
suffering under British rule,
Cleburn became imbued with
strong ideals of personal
liberty and a great hatred for
all forms of tyranny. When
eleburn,_ with. two. brothers_
..and a sister, decided td` settle
'in the United States, he
carried those ideals with him.
YOUR
HOTO
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Color
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Free Parking In Raw
He became a pharmacist's
clerk Is Helena, Ark., and the
rest of the family settled in
Newport, Ky. In two years
Cleburn bought an interest in
the store becoming a per-
manent resident.
Because of his early ex-
perience as a- saldiew in the
British Army, he was,elected
company commander of the
local rifle company. He later
sold his interest in the drug
store and studied law
becoming an ardent champion
of States Rights. When the
Civil War broke out Cleburn
and his rifle company became
a part of the Confederate
Army and saw heavy fighting
as a part of a small army
called the Central Army of
Kentucky. In recognition of
his services, . Cleburn was
promoted to 'Brigadier
General and later became a -
Major General. - • •
Dr. Heim, using maps,
discussed the many battles of
Cleburn including the one at
Franklin, 'in. In closing the
speaker said "Pat Cleburn
deserves to be remembered."
The prograiii director, Miss
Maude Nance, introduced Dr.
Heim. Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
chaplain, offered a prayer at
the beginning of the meeting.
Mrs. John J. Livesay,
chapter president, opened the
meeting with the pledge of
allegiance to the flags of ths,.
United States and of Kentucky
and a salute to the Con-
federate flag. She repot&
that $25 had been donated by a
member to the Memorial
- Building Fund, and the
„chapter voted that the $100
prize given the chapter for
best publicity in 'the state be
sent to the fund also as the
UDC memorial building at
Richmond, Va., is in need of
certain repairs and for
' making provision for main-
tenance.
hostesses, Mrs. Munday
and Mrs. Lois Sammons,
served refreshments to






Hatcher, Dr. Halene Visher,
Miss Nance, and Dr. Heim.
- SPECIAL MEAT LOAF
Arrange canned pineapple
slices on meat loaf the last 15
minutes of baking. Drizzle
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Why Shouldn't Girl
Ask Men for a Date?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: You told a 16-year-old girl who wanted to
inviie a certain boy toe sorority dance to ask someone who
had already asked her out. Why? That's the first step in
giving control of the relationship over to the man. He calls
her if he feels like it, while she's sitting home waiting to be
called.
-If a gir1 thinks a-man has an_intatest,.ii&-ber,.,wbat:a _
wrong with calling him?
I'm single, 29, and have been dating since I was 16. If I
meet a man-Who appeals to me-aild-l-thlrilt -it's mutuat
call him and invite him over. He might think I'm pushy,
and he may even reject me, but that's the chance I take.
And it beats sitting home alone waiting to be called.
Also,1 never give my phone number to a man who won't
give me his. If he refuses, or gives me his office number, I
know he's probably married or living with someone.
Times have changed, Abby. Women no longer must wait
to be chosen. They can do some choosing on their own. This
doesn't mean chasing after someone who has no interest
in them. My motto is: "It never hurts to ask."
BONNIE IN ALLENTOWN
DEAR BONNIE: Your attitude makes sense, and will
probably find more winners among women than men. Men
have been risking rejection for years. If a woman takes the
initiative and is rejected, it's not the end of the world. Let's
declare 1978 the year of the open season on all_
eligibles—regardless of sex.
DEAR ASHY: A niece of mine was married recently:I
wasn't able to attend the wedding and didn't know what to
get her for a wedding gift, so I sent hef a check for $100.
(It's not easy for me to shop as -I am sorneiihit
handicappetl- •
I just received a thank-you note from the bride which —
both annoyed and shocked me. She wrote, "Your
generous gift has already been put to good use in buying
gifts for the girls in my wedding party."
I was under the impression that a cash wedding gift
should be used to buy something-for the newlyweds.
Am I wrong to feel perturbed? It was my intention to
give her a "gift," not to help with the wedding expensalc;
DISAPPOINTED
DEAR DIS: Your niece probably put the money where it
would do the most good. Overlook it. At least she was
honest.
Let's Stay Well ByFJL Blasingarne. M D
Time For Flu Vaccination
0: Mrs. B. -G.; a senior
fit that she is
confused about whether to
take 'flu' vaccine this fall.
She is afraid to do so after
all the reported deaths and
bad reactions to swine flu
shots last season.
• 14-: Fortunately, swine flu
occurred in only a limited
number of cases last sea-
son and epidemiologists
see no evidence that this
form of flu may occur this
CONFIDENTIAL TO F.J.R.: Instead
some kinCALIPunortality, remember
Benjamin Franklin:
"II you would not be forgotten,
As soon' as you are dead and rotten,
Either write things worth reading
Or do things worth the writing."
of yearning for
the TigrAtt
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you know how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How Too Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124




 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
A-414
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
New opportunities indicated
in many fields — especially
where monetary interests are
concerned A splendid time for
consolidating your position in
this respect.
TAURUS 
tiktli -(Apr 21 to May 211
If a "good" idea backfired,
don't be discouraged. Look into
the possible reasons — and
make a new start.. No good idea
or effort is ever a total loss.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 2U
Unexpected complications
may call for a sudden change in
a business program but, in
making it, rely on your own
judgment — not that of others.
CANCER
fJune 22 to July 23) ISO
A fine day for clearing away
recent. differences which, if
allowed to crystallize, could
become real problems. A bit of
frank talk could do the trick.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) a
Your best stock in trade
(salesmanship) gets a boost
from friendly solar influences.
Now's the time to display your
wares — and yourself — with as
much showmanship as you can
muster.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riP15.1
As with Cancer, this is a day
for frankness. Hashing things
oiler with superiors and ( or)
associates could prove ex-
ceptionally profitable.
LIBRA
1Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 --
Devoid -*of planetary en-
couragement now, you may
tend to feel lost. But don't.
Instead, accelerate, reactivate
your interests. and.you will Lied
on safe shore's, •• -
n4-4
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Noy. 22) n't,,;r-
Some opposition, but also
plenty of smooth sailing if you
are ready to pitch in and set,




Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) v.:
Restrain yourself, RA -matter
how strong the urge to take
direct action becomes. This is a




1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 v•J '<VT.
Collaborate on a program
with associates who have allied
interests and principles. Some
excellent ideas could result
from a "meeting of minds."
AQUARIUS
t Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences mild, yet
you can have a successful day.,
Taboo wild schemes, daring
ventures. There's a tendency -
toward recklessness now.
PISCES 
X( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) --
Some persons may react in a
manner not fully anticipated.
Do not let this throw you off
balance or ruin your innately
sel-ene disposition.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
truly dynamic individual. You
can whiz through a day, a
month, a lifetime with
tremendous accomplishments
in more than one field. Law and
statesmanship are fine outlets
for your talents — if you are
willing to temper some of your
brilliance of wit, which
sometimes borders on the
caustic, with kindliness. You
could also shine in the fields of
music or literature but, if not
inclined to any of the foregoing,
could make an outstanding
success of a business career





However, some forms of
flu -occur ecrerz year 'in
many countries, including
the United States, but this
disease does not become
epedemic unless a large
number of the, population
are susceptible'to the par-
ticular strain of the virus
causing the infections.
Most such epidemics result
from the A virus strains
because they underwlma:_
--MURRAY MAN IS 68 — tee Warren foxleft-vittcris
celebrating his 68th birthday today, November 15, can
recall many fish stories down through the years; but,
the greatest is thissatfish, weighing 95 pounds, which
he and his brother-in-law, Carman Yarbrough, right,
caught August 8, 1941, in the•Tennessee River near Fort .
Heiman. Mr. Fox was especially an avid fisherman
during the thirty-five years he-worked at -Kentocky--
Dam.-1-le was employer) a pirfailk .ifety °Hite,' With
the Tennessee Valley Authority in May 1970 while
Kentucky Dam was still under-construction, and con-
tinued to Work there until his retirement in 1975. He
resides in Murray with his wife, Hope.
jor changes or mutations.
The Bureau of Biologics-
of the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA) has
recommended for this fall
a mixer) ( bivalent) flu vac-
cine which contains in-
fluenza virus A and B
strains. They represent the
current prevalent viruses
which are causing flu in-
fecticins and protect
against the A/Victoria and
B/Hong Kong varieties.,
Vaccination with these
strains is time-tested and
safe and is recommended
annually, especially for
special groups of our popu-
lation. They include all
adults and children who
have certain chronic dis-
easet such as diabetes,
heart disease, emphyse-
ma, and asthma.' Also, per-
sons over 65 years of age
should be vaccinated, as
L
well as others who are
-regularly involved in pub-
lic service wOrk and ex-
posed to such infections as
are hospital workers,
policemen, and firemen.
The vaccine is given in
one or two doses in the fall
'season. Some physicians
recommend another injec-
tion in the spring OE the_ _ ... -
year.
So far this year, authori-
ties have no evidence that
a large-scale public im-
munization program will
be necessary for the flu
season. The incidence of
influenza cases usually
peaks during the first
.quarter of the year, but
vaccine protection, to be of
--maximum benefit in pre-
-vention and in lessening
_. the severity Of an attack,
has to be given several
weeks or more ahead of the
- date of infection11—....._-::
Dr. Hammack Speaker
For Fellowship Meet
The monthly meeting of the
Christian Men's Fellowship
will be held in the basement of
Dr. James W. Haasinsek, Jr
the First Christian Church,
Wednesday, November 16, at
6:00 p.m.
Dr. James W. Hammack,
Jr., Associate Professor of
History at Murray State
University will speak on "Oral
History." Dr. Hammack
earned his B.A. and his M.A.
Degrees at Memphis State
University and his Ph.D.
degree from the University of
Kentucky. . -
As Director of the Foirest C.
Pogue Oral History Institute,
Dr. Hammack has been active
throughout the state in the
field of oral history. One of his
' areas of specialty has been
Kentucky History and his
book, Kentucky and The
Second American Revolution,
The War of 1812, was selected
for the Kentucky Bicentennial
Bookshelf.
The meal and talk are open
to all and the public is invited
to hear this discussion, a
spokesman said.
.s•tt,
If a hot kitchen drives
you crazy, try Burger Queen's
new drive-thru window.
It's easy with Burger Queen's new driye-thru window.
All you have to do is pull up, order, and you're on your
way. You don't even have to leave your car.





























Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
-- --Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven pin. at the
Masonic Hall.
Miss Ellen I)ianne- Teitloff
— and Erid Dell" Stroud -
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Ellen
Dianne Teitloff and Second lieutenant End Dell Stroud, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. Stroud of Valley State, has been an-
nounced-by her parents, J. D. Teitloff, Stadium View Drive,
Murray, and Mrs. Wanda Teitloff, Dalton, Ga.
Miss Teitloff is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and
received her Bachelor of Science degree in nursing from
Murray State University in May 1977. She is presently working
as a registered nurse in the intensive care unit of the Com-
munity HospitaMa_yfield.
Mr. Stroud, a 1969 graduate ef Valley Station High Schaol,
received his Bachelor of Science degree- in biology from
Murray State University in 1975. He is presently serving as a
-Second Liehtefient ii the U. S. rriny stationed at Fort Ord,
California. -
The wedding is planned for Saturday,_ December 17, at 7:30
p.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray. A reception will follow at the church. Only out
of town invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are
welcome to attend.
Following the ceremony the couple plans to reside in Mon-
terey, California.
se freezer-wisely
A home freezer can be a
wise investment, making it
possible for you to take
advantage of food bargains.
--184tvo4a-r-„-aat tri-- ;41k4Ti•Yial•
Association of Realtors says,
gee your freezer wisely
spend your 'food
Savings on energy to operate
your freezer. -
door more often than
necessary. Try to -remove
everything you will need for
the next meal at one time.
•If your refrigerator has a
freezei: compartment, don't
use your freezer for items
needed frequently, such as
ice cubes.
Orel fooklg 'ttior partially'
Wore freezing.
•For greatest operating
efficiency, try- to keep the
freezer filled. However, don't
overfill it '
detrosiing
models should be defrosted
once ice build-up reaches












• You.gei lb shrimp.
cole slaw, french tries, cocktail sauce
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.
BOAT OF SHRIMP
You get 16 Wiled shrimp, cocktail sauce.
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Lake Area Singles will meet
at seven p.m. at the Bank of
Marshall County for a Mtluck
dinner with turkey to be
furnished. Call 753-0499 or 753-
3361 for information.
Group Volley Ball will be
played at Xenlake State Park
at seven p.m. Public .is in-
vited.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
, Tuesday,14a_v_e_inber 15
Kentucky State Council of
The International Reading
Association will meet at Trigg
County Falementsay :School at
six p.m.
Film, "THX 1138" by
George Lucas, producer of
Star Wars, will be shown in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, at seven
p.m. Public invited at no
charge.
° Tuesday, November 15
Open house will be held by
the PTA at Carter School from
seven to eight p.m. Refresh-
ments will then be served in
the library. All parents are
urged to attend.
Thursday, November 17
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Calloway County Court House
for tbe nomination of new
officers.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.




will meet at- the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will meet with




- BAZAAR PrAINNED"-- 36-Alpha Delta Chanter of Beta- Phi will hold us annual
Christmas baraar on Friday, November-IL-from six to nine-p.m. and on Saturday.
November 19, from nine a.m. to twelve noon at the Community Room of the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan Association, Seventh and Main Streets. In addition to the
many hand made items house plants and baked goods will also beavailable, ac-
cording to Mary Graves, right, chairman of the ways and means committee, t omposed
of Glenda Wilson, left, and Pam Thornton, center, along with Linda Hodge and Beth
Lasater, not ,pictured. Staff Photo by Lowell Atchlev
MemoHal Baptist Church
• Baptist Young Women will iry7 /
meet with Vicki Kloke, 4051/2 orta
North Fourth- _StrOet at 7: ao
)NA District 13 will meet at Ayrtrst Christ ian Churc.•
muntty Day 
7 7
— • -- • --citing in our &tete You'd have -
In eat enormous fluent:Wks at -
some other foods to get the
- amoun4,--sueh-- -4,47.
-pounds of raw broccoli ot
5.83 pounds of carrots for:
the same calcium as supplied!!
by 2,2 ounces of milk.
'Even among dairy foodii:
calcium' amounts differ: oat:
cup (244 grams) of milk
supplies 291 milligrams of
calcium; one ounce (28 g)
Cheddar -cheese = 204 mg.
calcium; 4 ounces (113 g)
cottage cheese = 68 mg; 4'
ounces (113 g) plain yogurt '
(lowfat with nonfat milk'
solids added) = 207 mg; and.1
cup (133 g) ice cream (10%
'milkfat, hardened type) =176
mg. calcium.Nell Eaton, CWU 
see, ounce for -president, presented the
projeCts foewhich the offering
will be directed.
-
S y mem o ALLEN
When you substitute one
food for another, for whatever
reason (economy, Calories,
taste ).-baseusitals about-it. Be
certain you're getting the nu:
tricots required: --: -
It's true that two ounce!
of natural cheese can be sub.)
stituted for Iwo ounces of
fish, poultry or meat, and
you'll get approxirnately the
,same amount. of. protein.
if you're substituting peanut
butter, you'll need four table-
's:lac/as for the .two ounces;
atici with cottage cheese, use
one half cup to replace the
two ounces.
SOinetimiii you change for
the sake of ealories. Make up
your own mind after looking
at these figures: one table-
spoon mayonnaise = 101 cal-
ories; one tablespoon French
type (commercial) dressing =
approximately 65. The same
amount of sour cream furn-
ishes 26 calories while plain,
,lowfat . yogurt supplies nine-
. Calories. -,
Dairy foods furnish ap-
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have crafts day from 9:30 a.m.
to three p.m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Ellis Community Center. Van
will run at regular time and
blood pressure will be taken
before the luncheon. The band
will present a program at one
. Wednesday, November 16
-Oaks Country Club women
will have a luncheon at twelve
noon with Betty Shappard and
Mary Alice Smith as chair-
man. Bridge will be at nine




of First Christian Church will
.meet at six p.m. at the church
with-Dr:- James Hammack:1a
speaker,. .
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have crafts day from 9:30 a.m.
to three p.m.
Children's Theatre_
production of "The Red
Shoes" will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State Unitsersity. Admissions
75 cents at the door.
Philoiphy colloquium will
be in Room 500, Faculty Hall,
Murray State, at 3:30 p.m. No
_char.ge  and the public is ,in-
v Wed .
Bowling .for -senior citizens__ ;




Care of • Elderly, 'will -be --at-
Room 224, Stewart Stadium,
MSU, from nine a.m. to four
p.m.
Children's Theatre will
present "The Red Shoes" at
9:30 a.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.
Admission will be 75- cents at
the door, - •
Story Hour will only be at
three p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library with
characters in costume from
"The Red Shoes" Children's
Theatre production at MSU as
special guests.
Wednesday; NoveMber 16
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a coffee
at ten a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Martha Carter with Dr. Edwin
Stroheekisf as gut Ypeikei.
Thursday, November 17
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC will have a call
meeting at the school at 6:30
p.m.
East Calloway Elementary
School PTC will meet at the
school at 7:30 p.m.
Ducks Unlimited banquet
will be at the Murray Country
Club at six p.m.
HeacLstart potluck dinner
will be at Beshear Gym,
Murray State University, at
seven p.m. all parents and
children are invited.
By Lillian Graves
The annnal World Com-
munity Day observance of
Church Women United was
well attended by members
from various churches of
Murray and Calloway County.
The host church was First
Christian of Murray, and its
pastor, Dr. David Roos,
welcomed the assembly and
presented the . World Com-
munity Day Chairman, Mrs._
-Corinne McNutt': Mrs. Terry means to make it deer -id all
Mullins Wits Unable to he
present due to serious illness
in her family.
Mrs. McNutt presented tht
theme of the day, Heart
Change-Global Change,
stressing that justice and
liberation, for which our
nation and world are crying
out in deep desperation, will His reproof, for those whom
come only as the hearts of He loves the Lord reproves
individuals change. From and He punishes 'a favorite
altering   ---_740n." We get .warnings from
readings and in .prayers, fl life and we disregard them.
present were challenged to An old -prayer phrase often
unafraid to work for justice, to used by our fathers of
take the unpopular stand Yesteryears goes like this:
among our townsfolk, to put "Help us to learn the lessons...
our values on the llne., to speak winch life is designing to teach --- 
&boa public. is invittid and _ those in power,. to seek help us." Whatever life does to us, '
foPrinfOrmation call- 762-3826'. iela hope for thbse Who are-- ' reaction should not be
resentment and complaint.
Our reaction should be:
"What does God mean for me
in this experience.' Then,
and only then, will we.find that
"all things do work together
for good to those who love
God."
"The last ingredient for
sterling character is wisdom.
And what is wisdom? Put very
simply: wisdom is seeing
things as God sees them. It is
seeing things in the light of
God and in the light of eter-
nity. To be wise is consciously
and deliberately to live in the
presence of God and in the
companionship of Jesus, to
have as the basic certainty of
life the conviction that we
read in Genesis 16:13-"Thou
ounce 4or cup for cup substi-
tutions won't always work.
But not., you know what will!
Iburiday, -November 17- -
Open house will be held tet
Murray State University
Early Childhood Center from
3:30 to five p.m. The center is
located in the Studenrrenter,
former University Laboratory
Lecture•and slide presen-
tation by Bill Moss of Camden,
Maine, designer of lightweight
-tension structures; will begin
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 423.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
MSU. No charge and public is
invited.
Fair mitt Wann
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m at the Hazel Community
Center.
, 
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
breakfast at 6:45 a.m. at the
Holiday Inn.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two
p.m.
Temple Hilt Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will






perature, you'll still he
warm and cozy in this pure
cashmere wrap. robe in
taupe. For a 'feminine
touch, it is tritnmed with
either pink or blue satin




Mrs. Thomas H. Wilkins
was organist for the occasion,
and Mrs. Diane Dixon, soloist.
The rspeaker was Walter
Apperson, chairman of the
board, First Christian Church,
vice-president of the Kentucky
Association of Christian
Church, and publisher of the
Murray Ledger and Tunes. A
condensed version of Mr.
Apperson's address is given
below:
'"How "does a .change of
heart-one heart, your heart,
my heart, many hearts, the
heart of the .community, the
hearts of many CWU com-
munities-how does a heart
change bring about a global
change? I submit that it would
be the kind of a heart change 
that is implied in Micah 6:8:
"And what does the
require of you but to do
justice, and to love kindness,
and to walk humbly with your
God." Such a heart change is
presented in the Book of
Proverbs In the charac-
teristics of a sterling
character.
"The first characteristic is
loyalty and fidelity, also
described in John 13:1 in the
words "He ( Jesus I loved His
own and He loved them to the
end"-not just the end in the
sense of time, but the end in
the sense of love.
"The second ingredient of
sterling character is faith in
God. We are to put our trust in.,
God and not rely on our own
understanding. This involves
two certainties: I 1) we are
never left to face life alone, for
His promise is "I will never
leave you nor forsake you, and
(2) we will never be tested
above that which we can bear
(1 Con. 10:131. We can be
assured that God never sends
us a task to do without also
giving us the strength to do it.
"The third essential of
sterling character is humility
to obey, as explained in
Scripture, "Think of Him in all
Your ways and He will smonth
your path. Do not -think how
wise you are, but fear the Lord
and turn from evil. Let that be
the medicine to keep you in
httlth, the liniment.for your
limbs." The life of those who
are loyal is the service of
their people end not at the
whim of their own wishes.
Jesus. banaMt 'War to God:
"Not what I will, but what
Thou wilt." And His followers
must say the same.
"The fourth ingredient of
sterling character is
reverence. We are told in
Scripture, "Honor the Lord
with your wealth as the first
charge on all your earnings,
then your barns will be filled
with corn, and your vats
bursting with wine." To
honor-to reverence-God
'times that God is our King and
that Jesus is our Saviour-, our
Master, and: our Lord.
The fifth ingredient of
sterling character is a
teachable spirit, indicated 48-
the Scripture verse: "My son,
do not spurn the Lord's
correction or take offense at
God seest me."
"He sees us today-He asks
us to change our heart, and if
we did it would change the
world. Aswe change our heart
our character changes. Would
your symbol for justice and
peace be your sterling
character today? Then pray
as if it were all up to God and
work as if it were all up to you.




FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGEMCV
(OURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4E7t elmilib
- No Charge by us.
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will return after a brief illness to his of-















FREE BENCH FREE LESSONS
FREE BOOKS FREE DELIVERY
OPEN FRI. NITES 'TIE 8 P.M.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
defeat of Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach last week in his bid for re-
election could have a long range effect
on the 1979 Dernoesatie gubernatorial
stakes, though perhaps not in the way
envisioned by some political partisans.
The current assumption is that by
falling by the wayside, Hollenbach has
allowed a Demwratic riv.al, Louisville
Mayor Harvey sloane, to emerge as a
serious candidate for govern-or. -
What he really may have accom-
plished,. when all the jockeying is done,
is to vault Sloane into a position to
emerge as the party's candidate for
lieutenant governor.
Sloane, who leaves office this year,
has hinted he would wage a- different_
kind of campaign for governor—free
from the traditional politics and ties to
;Frenitfort and heavy on activism and
idealism.
- That --take---orgkinization—of-
which Sloane has little outside the
state's largest city.
It also would take considerable
financing, which Sloane might obtain
from Louisville backers. In addition,
the wealthy physician Could spend as
much of his own money as he wants
without violating any election law.
Perhaps above all, a successful bid
for the governorship might take rap-
port with the voters outsideLouisville,
and here Sloane seems at a distinct
disadvantage.
"Harvey isn't the kind of fellow who "
swings with the precinct captains and
lieutenants," one veteran political
observer.quipped
He also isn't the kind who warms the
heart of Gov. Julian Carroll.
The _ginieriltir, IptiahlY,Welild have
felt rnore-CainfOrtable-With Hollenbacb,—
even though the two were bitter rivals
In Carroll's lopsided 1975 primary
victory.
Sloane seems • to exude an eastern
establishment demeanor that turns off
political professionals around the state,
if their informal remarks about htin are
any indicator.
alsOlias-- MAW run statewide and-
,. his name recognition outside of Jef-
ferson County is low, but those
And Sloane, after his term ends, is
likely to be remembered as one. of the
better mayors of Louisville:
--_ Despite his denials aPout an urberi
strategy, a statewide Sloane campaign
would focus on the "golden triangle" of
-1.zatislrille.Lexington-Northern
Kentucky.
He would be pre-empted from a
- major-thrust into -the -hinterlands by an
imposing array of potential candidates
for governor—both foes and t upporters
of the Carroll administration.
The question then for Sloane is where
he might turn for help and for what
post, if any, he would settle.'
Hollenbach • wanted to run for
lieutenant governor, presumably with
state Commerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer. _CarrolLs_favorite..heading
. the ticket.
But the defeated Hollenbach is no
longer - a viable candidate, as ad-
ministration intimates say tactfully,
and Sloane may have to get in line to
win administration approval as his
replacement since many seek the
lieutenant governorship.
- - - -Loosely speaking, the three other
--Democratic prospecLs--fiii- governor,
state Auditor George Atkins, Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall and 1st District
Congressman Carroll Hubbard—all are
outside of or against the administration
at the moment.
This is the field Sloane may wind up
-cultivating if the Carroll. circle declines
to welcome him with open arms.
- Lately, Hubbard has been somewhat
cozy with Carroll after an earlier
breakup, and his plans still are in flux.
Mrs. Stovall is an announced can-,
tUda1071511T-strrne of her followers have -
privaLexeservati011a.alteill_hOr P_hYsical
capacity to endure a hard campaign.
Atkins is as energetic as ever, and
perceived as the most outspoken ad-
ministration opponent. He also needs
money.
-Could it be thatitatilts; Sloane and
McBrayer will be the surviving can-
didates a year hence and that Atkins
and Sloane will team up against the
administration's choice?
That's sheer speculation at this point,
but a similar situation occurred in 1959
when Wilson Wyatt joined Bert Combs
in a successful campaign against Harry
Lee Waterfield, the choice of then-Gov.
A. B. "Happy" Chandler.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Madelle Talent of Murray has been
notified that she had successfully
completed a national examination and
is now a fully accredited Medical
Records Technician, according to the
American Association of Medical
Records-Technicians.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Elwanda Tynes, age 37.
Kim Weatherford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Weatherford, is Pony Lead
Line Champion for 1967 of the West
Kentucky Horseman's Association.
Stan Key got 53 points for the
Calloway County High School Lakers,
but the Lakers still lost to the South
Marshall High School Rebels in a
basketball game last night. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richie and
-children of St. Louis, Mo., 'spent the




Calloway County Farm Bureau for the
past four -years, was elected for a three
year term on the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Board of Directors at the
meeting held ittlAiutsville•
An exhibit of paintings by two area"
grandmothers--Mrs. Gale Blurton of
FItimholdt. Tn., and Mrs. Myrtle May
Simmons Ellison of Puryear, Tn.—with
no formal_art training will be at the
Mary Ed McCoy Hall and Gallery,
Murray State College, from November
17 to December 1.
Lillian Lowry and Jean McRaney are
now's/mien of the Printed Power Book _
Store in Murray. Mattie Trousdale,
former teacher at Murray Training
School, is assistant at the store. -
Births reported include a girl, Sheila
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. John Burt Watson
on November 9.
Johnson's Grocery has Maxwell







30 Years Ago -
The annual Dads' Night, sponsored
by the Murray High School parent-
Teacher Assaciation, Was attended by
more than 350 Dads, Mothers, and
Teachers on November 13. Prof. Rex
Syndergaard Was speaker and Mrs.
Eubert Parkerrpresident, presided.
New officers of the Calloway County
Medical Society are Dr. C. J. McDevitt,
Dr. Ora K. Mason, Dr. J. A.- Outland,
and Dr. A. D. Butterworth.
Joe Ed Starks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Urban Starks, Was guest speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
James M. Lassiter is one of 21
University of Kentucky law students
who were initiated as active members
into Breckinrictge Inn, U. K. Law
College Chapter of Phi Delta Phi, in-
ternational law fraternity, in a recent
ceremony at the Frankfort Court of
Appeals Chamber.
Mrs. Hamp Brooks entertained with a
birthday party for her son, Hamp
Wiggins Brooks, age four, and her
daughter, Greta Gay Brooks, age three,
on November 12.
Letters To The Editor
Cooperation Appreciated
Dear Editor:
Prior to last Tuesday's election, the
Murray Calloway League of Women
Voters sent a questionnaire to all
candidates appearing on the ballot,
asking response to a number of per-
tinent issues.-
The League deeply appreciates your
cooperation in printing the results in
Bible Thought
Thou showest lovingkindness 'un-,
to thousands . . . The Great, the
Mighty God, the tORD"of hosts is
his name. Jeremiah 32:18. .._
,ort is not afraid' to let us know
who lip is tip shows His love 10 us
their entirety, in recognition of the









The Hi-Y and Tri-Alpha clubs of
• Murray High School would like to thank
all of the local residents who con-
- tributed to the UNICEF fund during the





I had planned to ask Santa Claus to
bring me one of those special license
plates with "MCG" or some ap-
propriate hicknanie on it, but County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris tells me to
save my stamp. It's too late to get one
for 1978. '
They aren't taking any more orders,
Marvin says, until next June I when the
1979 plates go on sale, and they must be
ordered before September 1. You can
have up to sixletters or numbers.
I like the idea. A lot of other states
have personalaed plates, and I llke the
thought of driving around with a
distinctive plate. Anyone -here in
Kentucky cannow have one if he or she




By GE,\L Myr./ ftliFO.V
"Y-Le-440er Atir: Etnys eh if
Worried about +driving ORTilliOW arid
ice this winter?
Consider yourself lucky if you made it
through the summer. If you're still
driving, you just lived through one of
- so it, the most accident filled times of the
year.
According to a booklet called
"Kentucky Traffic Accident Facts"
published by the Bureau of State Police
you are most likely to have a fatal
accident if: It's a Saturday in July
between 3p. m. andn p. m. and you're a
male driver. between 16 and 24, and
within, your local rural area, driving a
- -passenger car, you hit another auto
head on while on a state maintained,
dry, straight and level, asphalt stretch -
of-highway
shop at 404 North 4th Street, ' is Calloway County recorded 10 fatal
restoring. When I was in high school accidents in 1976, according to the
those Cord automobiles were "classy report, compared to the high Ptutcase
classy." I think there was only one in.,, Area rate of 19 in McCracken County.
Mayfield. • . According to the report, Kentucky
Don Gilbert, 601 South Ilth Street, recorded 140,385 accidents last year;
-simply has his initials on- his plate, 111,397 resulted in property damage,
"DPG," while Mike Alexander, whose 28,224 resulted in non-fatal injuries, and
dad, Tommy, operates the Ward-Elkins therewere 874 fatalities in the site in
store on the square, has "Zandor" on 
1976. .
his. That's a nickname his Kappa Alpha Also according to the report, one
fratenrity brothers gave him, short for person is killed on Kentucky highways
"Alexander," and last Christmas his every 10 hours and three minutes, one
dad gave him the plate as a present. person is injured every 12 minutes and
+++ 13 seconds, and an accident is reported
Perhaps the most =Alai et the , every three minutes, 45 seconds.
unusual plates is that of Mrs. Don i Sue) " " 0+0- '
Overbey, 107 Hickory Drive, and whith There isn't very Much, if any, loose
Ma e ihi-tehs-zue these phitesTostio5- -shatas Aa-ber...statiAs..wagsaa. 11-says. .091.A._$.444-0121 14-_,AWASKA,1
'
plus the regular $12.50 license charge, "IOSNEL," which translates means - 
that, under the circumstances, is as 
making a total of $37.50. The same - "tennis- _anyone?" She is one of our 
should be. If you hear anybody call for
i
charge applies for each year you have better lady teneis players. 
state's rights, ask hiri how there can be
Keller, who lives outsuch a plate. 
Kenneth ch •a thing when the states keepin
+++ Riveria Courts and a newcomer to 
running to Washington for money.
Marvin also told me that there were town, thought his name, "Keller," on„
0+0
The • Department for Human- 16 _of the personalized--plates issued in his plate would help him get established
Calloway County for 1977. Here are the in Murray after moving here two years 
Resources, Bureau for SocialServices,
(elks displaying Ahem and whet they , ._ _._ago_irom Memphis. He is an interior . is searching for more people to become
have on their plates: - decorator at Enis Interiors:: -- . - - ftrrinerporrryrent:arreer.oefildrenutsidf 
their 
-needwn -
Andy and Celeste Sikula Hermitage Marshall and • Virginia Jones, 1313
Road.,-have two Of them- One has the Main Street, also have a plate which 
homes.
letters.."A F S," while the otherseys-t. _ demands a second _Wk._ It, saYs-- irne is to have more people who can!n
ost urgent needs atthls
"Sikula." Andy has been assistant dean "FSLIC," This says "Federal Savings 
t 
of the college of Business and Public and Loan Insurance Corporation." 
offer substitute care for youngsters
between the ages of 10 and 18. ThesewaiAffa rt_aamedat Mumaarray_aStfate441, e_hust rec:intlary_ _ directaMarsh rs11.iast athmeetkombepktaavtiler of the boy_edaredralof youngsters .,_ . come _hem_ varied
-
Business at the University of Illinoa-at , Savings It Loan office here in Murray. 
backgrounds and have- different needs
Chicago, effective January 1. • The 16th and final plate on Marvin's 
and problems. They may be involved in
Jr., and Michael, have three of them. family car in town: It says "OURCAR,"
Suet Stalls, Sr., and his sans, Thiel, ' - -119fIS Mt Which cOutditt just abont arty - ande, nn ie: ed 
pre-delinquent
or fdeli:F:eouerfitarr to b alarassthviiseoryt -
Buel, Sr„ has "BES 1" OFt hiscar. Boel, .„ and is listed-as belonging to _Van Allen, 
them
may have medical problems.-- Some'
preparing for
• Jr., has - 'BM- " 2" 6n 'his', While -- -." whom I haveyet to trace down.




a nickname he was given when he So, if you want one of these distinctive 
some
`
worked in__Lonisville with Dunn & Plates in 1979, it might not be a bad 
runaways or truant from school. They
Bradstreet. He's now an assistant vice- I, idea to mark your calendar now for 
come from all walks of life but
president and branch manager of the next June 1 and order it then. I let it slip 
regardless of their backgrounds or
rdReidland branch of the Paducah Bank up on me this year, and now I've got to their problem, they nee
persons or an couliple interested& Trust Co. ask Santa for something else.
Loal and Fransuelle Cole have-two •
for their radio station, Tinikay, Inc., at Inside 'Report
461 1P2 Maple Street, Due says "WNBS,' - -
the call letters for the AM station, and
the other says "WAAW" for the FM
Station.
Attorney Nat Ryan Hughes got one
for Christmas last year, and also gave
one as a Christmas present. Nat's plate
simply says -NAT," while the one he
gave as a present says "UNK" and
went totir. Louts Ryan; otter)! but local
optometrists. That's Louis' nickname,
which he says he has had since one of
his aunts playfully called him "Uncle
Louis" when he was a little boy and the
name stuck.
If you see a plate saying "CORD,"
and it's on an unusual looking car, it
will be that of Jimmie Smyth, 307 South
15th Street. The car is a 1937 Cord,
which Jimmie, who has an auto body
Isn't It The Truth
My friend down at the stables, the
retired Wyoming cowboy, doesn't like
moralist who, he said, discovered Hell
and thus get their kicks out of inflicting
mental cruelty in good conscience.
"Hell," he said, "is really Heaven
enjoying itself."
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 1_5, the 319th
day of 1977. There are 46 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1777, the Articles of
Confederation were approved by the
American Continental Congress. The
document was the law of the land until
the Constitution went into effect.
On this date:
In 1492, Christopher Columbus noted
in his journal the use of tobacco among
the Indians. It was the first recorded
reference to tobacco.
In 1805, the Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition reached the mouth 0 the
Columbia River on the Pacific coast
after a long trek across the West.
---Pikei-Pildarreinorade was -
discovered by the explorer, Zebtdon
Pike.
In 1889, the Republic of Brazil was
founded.
In 1935, Manuel Quezon was
inaugurated as the first president of the
Philippine Commonwealth.
In 1969, a quarter of a million
Pretatlit's atktiW t—Le -Vietnam- -War-
staged a peaceful demonstration in
Washington.
•Terv-years ago: The United cisites.
agreed to begin talks with Japan to
arrange for the early return of some of
the Pacific 'islands captured by
American forces in World War U. _
Five years atilt Ceiba andthe United
States expressed a desire to negotiate
an agreement to curb the hijacking Of
airliners.
One year ago: The Syrian army took
fulllsonIT01.. of Beirut, effect ending
the 19-month civil war in Lebanon.
Today's birthdayS": Diplomat Averell
Harriman is 86 years old. Singer Petula
Clark is 43.
Thought for today: The reckless
driver often. expires before his license
does — Anonymous.
-4.14 ituvarustiLvans antiltoliertNuNak
LT Ans d Scoop
WASHINGTON-Cheered on by the
White House, brash and beefy Sen. John
Culver of Iowa charged into a Senate
Armed Services subcommittee hearing
Nov. 7 to lead a SALT counter-offensive
aimed against the biggest threat' to
Senate , approval of a new U.S.-Soviet
arms control agreement: sub-
committee chairman Henry M.
Jackson.
Culver delivered a tirade charging
that leaks from the 'subcommittee were
undermining the strategic arms
limitation talks (SALT), strongly
implying the leaks came from Jackson
and his staff. Jackson, bending per-
ceptibly under Culver's verbal barrage,
expressed regret about the disclosures.
That heightened concern by
Republicans that Jackson ultimately
will prove more Democrat than hawk
and put party over principle.
If so, the SALT II treaty nearing
agreement will win the two-thirds
Senate approval needed for
ratification. If Jackson opposes it,
however, chances are poor. Thus, at
age 65, Scoop Jackson holds the course
of history in his hands,
There is no doubt about Jackson's
expertise on arms control or his con-
viction that the new treaty dangerously
widens the Soviet strategic advantage.
The doubt has been 'whether he would
treat Cyrus Vance as harshly as he did
Henry Kissinger, risking the end of
invitations to ti% Jacksons for family
dinners at the White House with the
Carters.
Those doubts faded recently when
Jackson conducted tough hearings with
an uncomfortable, ill-prepared
Secretary of State Vance as witness. To
counteract these hearings, all 100
Senators were invite t1 ta .top iecret
SALT-- briefings from some eight id-.
ininistr4ation officials on Noy. 3; only
seven Senators showed up.
With Senate prospects fading, the
counter-offensive began. The theme:
SALT critics are undermining U.S.-
Soviet negotiations.- Former Deputy
Defense Secretary Paul Nitze came
under special attack for his scholarly
analysis of the adverse impact on U.S.
security of the SALT II agreements.
Actually, tentative SALT II
agreements have been leaked mainly
by administration officials. But this did
not stop Sen. George McGovern from
taking the Senate floor Nov. 2 to accuse
Nitze of "inexcusable conduct." On the
same day, arms control activist
Jeremy Stone (secretary of the
Federation of American Scientists)
wrote a letter suggesting Nitze's
analysis is "subversive" and con-
stitutes "sabotage" of SALT.
The., counter-offensive accelerated
Nov. 4 when our column reported
Vanve's inability to defend the SALT II
agreements to the Jackson sub-
committee. The normally placid Vance
was incensed. Backing down as he
never had against Kissinger, Jackson
apologized and agreed to long-standing
State department requests to inspect
transcripts of Vance's testimony.
When Vance reappeared before the
Jackson subcommittee in ,closed
session Nov. 7, Culver—a merisber of
the full committee but not the sub-:
committee—made his presetice felt.
Finishing his third year in the Senate,
Culver has become a force to contend,
with and the most effective instrument
of the arms control lobby. A former
Harvard_ football player", his bulk and
stentorian voice prove physically in-
timidating to some colleagues.
Glaring at Jackson aide Richard




Culver's line that leaks threaten
SALT not only duplicated McGovern's
and Jeremy Stone's but echoes what is
said inside the Carter administration.
Culver issued a statement to us denying
his move was inspired by the, ad-
ministration, but that may be
-academic. "Thank goodness for John
Culver," a senior White House aide told
us."It's about time somebody stopped
Jackson from running wild."
Jackson's reaction was not
reassuring to his Republican allies on
the committee. Although neither he nor
staff had given us the information about
Vance's appearance, he felt he must
express "regret" about our column. At
a joint press conference with Vance, he
felt constrained to call our report
"inaccurate and misleading" though he
knew its accuracy and caused all the
furor. -
To some old hands, this recalled 1963
when Jackson first criticized the U.S..-
Soviet test ban treaty, then backed it
following pressure from the Kennedy
White House. But far more ia at stake
for U.S. wcurity 13 years later, and
Jackson is an .older man with few
political ambitions. How he reacts to
the counterattack, 'dearly biesaetf by
the White House, will probably
determined* fate of SALT IL - -
"hemorrhage" of secrets in our
columns (though they actually contain
no classified information). Jackson
rrlied quietly that most SALT II
details were being dribbled out by the
administration, but Culver brushed
that aside. He demanded an in-
vestigation of Jackson subcommittee
leakage. The aim is obvious: get Sen.
John Stennis, 76-, chairman of the full
Armed Services Committee who lives










COMPHTI COURSE—These 14 individuals have recently completed 16-week courses in general mathematicsand English through the Murray Adult Learning Center at Murray State University. The work was _done to preparethem for college enrollment or for taking the General Education Development (GED) test Shown with Phil Deaver,b.ta rowrIeft,Tiepsesenting the Center for Continuing Education, and Charles (Chuck) Guthrie, back row, fardirector Agibleiite—Novin Ghaffari, kark-Reattice__GurnwelLandlittaudleite_rbaisi, both of Bentoe;:lietty 01M.-- •Murray; Bonnie Faulkner and Connie Stinnett of Eddyville; and Maurokavdatou Lucy of Cyprus. Back row, from leftSheri-a- Adams, Joan Gardner arid Maria P. Ortega, all of Murray; Mary Jane Grogan, Marshantounty; Frances ROSS,Murray Recta Barnett, Calvert City and Gerry Reed, Murray.
LOS ANGELES (API —
Residents fled their ex-
pensive, rustic canyon homes
- or stayed behind to try to
protect them — as a wind-
whipped brush fire swirled
through a suburban canyon.
"I told him (my husband) to
grab some booze and our
tennis rackets and get out of
there," said Glenda Rosen,
one of hundreds who fled




- Murray police investigated report.
/9 accidents during October.,
16 more than September,
-accordihg to a spokesman for 
MurrayPolice Department's
Bureau of Identification. -
According to the monthly
report, police investigated 73
accidents with no injuries and
six with injuries. The city
recorded 29 more accidents
without injuries in October
compared to September,
according to the monthly
report. •
A police department
spokesman said the city
usually averages 62 accidents
per month.
Six --persons-- neeteiti-- -in-
juries in accidents last month,
down 13 from the previous
month, according to the
Sadat Visit To Israel Is Almost Certain
JERUSALEM (AP) — A
visit by _ Prresident .Anwar
Sadat to Israel appeared
certain today after Prime
Minister Menahem Begin said
Worried About
How You'll Look
With a -Hearing Aid?
Chicago, 11—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
moda of the smallest Beltone
--aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely -free to anyone
  answering this adverriserren_._—_
True, all hearing problems
-"----are not alike sorne
cannot be helped by a hearing
aid. But _audiologists report
that many can. So,' send for
this free model now, and wear
. it in the privacrpt.yoar ewo
home. It is not a real hearing
aid, but it will show you how
tiny hcaring-tielp esti-Asc.-ler
yours to keep, free. The actual
aid weighs less than a third of
,Ounsii; It. ;ear
level, in one unit..
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed; so write
today to Dept. 5198, Beltone Elec-
tronics Corp., 4201 W. Victoria,
Chicago, 111. 60646.
he would send the Egyptian
leader a formal invitation and
Sadat said he would accept it.
It 4would __be the_ first public
visit by an Arab leader to
Israel since the founding of the
Jewish state in 1948.
Interviewed via satellite
Monday by Walter Cronkite on
the CBS Evening News, Begin
said -he would inake--si'
statement in the Israeli
parliament this afternoon
"and I thinkthat immediately
after this statement I will get
in touch with Mr. (Salnueli
Lewis, my good friend the
American ambassador..."
Begin said he would ask
Lswis "to find out in Cairo
from his colleague, the
Mitencan 'ambassador to
-Egypt; whether he will be
prepared to give us his good
oftices and transmit a letter
fsem me to. President Sadat
inviting him formally and
cordially, through the good
offices bf the United States to
come to Jerusalem."
Begin 'added:
really want the visit of
President_ Wet,: ...we really
want . to negotiate peace, to
establish permanent peace, I
willnot:itesitate to send such a
letter."
Begin spoke to Cronkite
after Sadat, also interviewed
via satellite, told 4he
American newscaster: "I'm
just waiting for the proper
invitation."
"You must get something
direct from Mr. Begin, not
through the press?" Cronkite
askgd.
Includes Salad Bar, Choice of Potato,
and Hush Puppies. ,
Regular Menu Price S3.2I
Special Price Good Sunday thru Friday
"Right, right," Sadat
replied.
-And how would that be
transmitted, sir, since you do  
not have diplomatic relations
with Israel?" Cronkite con-
tinued.
"Why not through our
mutual friend, the
Americans?" Sadat replied.
The president said his only
condition is that he wants, to
discuss "the whole situation
with the no -inittibert of 'the
Knesset (the Israeli
parliament) and put the full
picture and detail the situation
from our point of view."
Asked how soon he would be
prepared to go to Jerusalem,
Sadat said: "Really, I'm
looking forward to fulfill this
visit In the earliest :lithe
possible:" -
"That. could be, say, within
a week-2-r.Grorikiteeskeck-
"You can say that, yes,"
Sadat replied.
The president said in ad-
dition to, addressing the
Iniesset tie would engage in
substantive discussions with
Begin.
"We are in a crucial
moment," he added. "There
tla.Te-neverinta a ,suitable
moment in the Arab world to
Robert Rowan
Given Award
MURRAY — Robert W.'
Rowan, assistant professor in
the Department of
Professional Studies at
Murray State University, was
presented an award for






was Jack . Cole, KACES
president, in behalf of
guidance' and counselling
personnel from across Ken-
tucky. KACES meritorious
awards are given for out-
standing service in the field of
counselor educati011- and
supervision.
On hand at Murray State for
the presentation was .6
delegation from the Division
of Guidance and Social Work
of the Kentucky Department
of Education. The group, led
by Dr. Curtis Phipps, was on
the campus Nov. 9-10 to meet
with the faculty in the
Department of Professional
Studies.
Rowan joined the Murray
State faculty in 1965. He had
formerly served as an
assistant professor of military
science on the campus.
In addition to his in-
volvement with the counselor
education program at Murray
State, he has served for nine
years as director of national
and institutional testing
programs on the campus. His
experience also includes five
years as a teacher and
guidance counselor at North
Marshall High School.




research, and writing. He has
presented interest sessions
and workshops at numerous
meetings. He is an active
member of the national, state,
and regional guidance
orgfinizatio4 or Phi Delta
Kappa.
reach genuine peace like we
are now, so I want to put the
facts before them and at the
same time, we want to discuss
what will be the other alter-
native if we can't achieve
peace. It would be horrible.
Believe me, horrible."
Murray Police Department
criminal arrests during the
month included: burg1iY3,
one, assault on a police of-
ficer, one, escape from
custody, one, resisting arrest,
two, disorderly conduct, four,
theft, three, illegal possession
of marijuana, two, illegal
possession" of drug
paraphernalia, two, illegal
possession of alcohol, three
and impersonating a police
officer,
.'Traffic arrests daring the
month included: driving while
intoxicated, 19, reckless
driving, two, leaving the scene
al In et dent tvi6,- speeding,
16; improper start, four,
improper registration, three,
revoked or no operator's
license, 18, expired or no state
inspection sticker, seven, no
city sticker, one, wrong way in
a one way street, one,
disregarding a stog sign, one,
no auto insurance, seven, and
failure to yield right of way,
one.
• Protect Your Home and Family—Day and Night'
• Early Warning Detects Smoke -
for Ample Warning of Fire Danger'
• Battery Operated' Independent of House Wiring'
• Includes Battery, Mounting Hardware, Complete
Fire Security Manual with Instructions'
• Extra Insurance for a Safer Christmas'
With holiday decorations, candles, trees, portable
heaters and the many other things that trairryour
electrical system this time of year, you need the
added protection that an Archer Smoke Alarm can
give you and yourfamily! Constantly monitors the air
in your home for even invisible combustion particles.
Special circuitry that tells you when the battery
needs replacement' UL listed Save NOW!
damaged three othe.
dwellings and charred up to
600 acres of trees and brush.
Early today, Los Angeles
County firemen told residents
that cool moist breezes had
replaced the hot Santa Ana
winds and that the threat to
their dwellings had subsided.
Sheriff's Sgt. Jack Innes
said up to 30 persons had
sought temporary refuge in an
evacuation center set up at
Palisades High School.
The fire was nestled today in
the, Santa Monica Mountains
just above the Pacific Ocean,
some 20 miles west of
downtown Los Angeles.
Before dawn the fire was
concentrated in a largely
unoccupied area of Topanga
State Park, about two miles
from the threatened
residential areas.
Fire officials said it ap-
parently was triggered by
embers which blew over a
mountain from an 80-acre
brush fire Monday morning.
More than 700 firefighters
SEE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY WHITE PAGES
FOR THE RADIO SHACK NEAREST YOU
and 130 fire engines from Los
Angeles ckand county and
neighboring Ventura County
fought the fire.
The gutted homes were
located in a neighborhood
called Sylvia Park Northern
Topanga Canyon. Many of the
evacuees came from the more
heavily populated Palisades
Highlands district within Los
Angeles where the fire later
spread Monday afternoon.
In both neighborhoods
houses Were worth as much as
;500,000, fire officials said, ,




known for her roles in the
films "Carrie" and —Three—
Women," was among those
who decided to stay.
"We've been through this
before," she said. "For years
I've had all my hangers
hanging in the same direction,
in case of a fire in which! have
to grab them in a hurry. You
plan for these kinds of things."
_THANKS
TO THE VOTERS
Of Murray For Your
Vote & Support On Nov. 8
JOHNNY RICKMAN
Political Ad paid for by Johnn) Rickman







How Important Is Saturday's Game?
Bill Furgerson is now in the business of predicting foot-
ball games...............
Imrnediatey after walking off the field from the 35-7 win
over Eastern Illinois, Furgerson was asked if he was stir-
prised-with the-fact Austin Peay had just beaten Tennessee
Tech....- —
"Not at all," Furgerson said.
"I predicted it."
Furgerson made another prediction Monday evening at
the annual "Beat Western Banquet." Hopefully, he'll walk
off the field Saturday in Bowling Green and his prediction
record will stand at 2-0 on the season.
In an emotional speech to his team and a large crowd of
Isupporters,-Ftirgerson flat-out and point blank said his
team would win at Bowling Green Saturday.
Not only that, he predicted some other things too.
"Western Kentucky is playing Western, regardliaa"Of
1- what their record is. Right now, we're second in the league
in defense to Austin Peay. But after Saturday, werreloing
tOhe number one.
"Offensively, we're going to put on another show. We're
going to finish out the year with two great victories. This is
our fifth year in the stadium and though we've not won you
a conference championship, we have finished second twice,
third once and fourth once and can finish third this year.
'We're going to give you one of the finest performances
you've ever seen. We were terribly disappointed in losing
• the Austin Peay game. But we have pride, dedication and
loyalty and it's not beerrdifficult in keeping our people up.
"We had hoped to go 7-4 but we're not going to. But we are
going to finish out by winning five of our last six. We're
ready for them," Furgerson added.
Fine and dandy. But don't think for a minute Western
isn't thinking the same thing.
You can look at the close games we've lost but the fact
remains the same, three of the four losses by the Racers
were at home. The league wins have been 13-9 over a Middle
Tennessee team which is 3-7 on the year, 13-10 over East
Tennessee which is 2-8 on the season arid the 24-20 win at
home over an Eastern Kentucky team which regardless of
talent, is still only 4-5 on the season.
The fact is there are only two winning teams in the OVC.
Tech is 8-2 and Austin Peay is 7-3. The simple fact is OVC
football just isn't what•it used to be, regardless of what
anyone will tell you about balance. Just look at what OVC
teams have done outside the league.
,Outside the league, OVC teams have won 10 and lost 18
while tying one.
-The-Sirriple fact is: Just what doeS a win over Western
mean? Not mutt. Ws just a win that would end a 6-5 season.
..And it would be awn over ._a team that has won just one
--game.
-Long has been the saying around Murray that there are
two seasons. One is 1Q games and the other season is the
- game with Western. Why? One game does not _make the
success of a:season, regardless of the rivalry between the
two schools. • • '-
Murray State will win Saturday. They could even win big.
But  • ain re-assess the situation and ask yourself simply:
_What does it mean? • • ' '
Yes, a break here and there and Murray might have
finished 9-2 or 8-3. But give Middle Tennessee or East Ten-
nessee a break or Southeast Missouri or Eastern Kentucky.
We could just as easily have finished 2-9.
Thank You
I have privately and publicly congratulated my op-
ponent and the Council Members elect and wish for
them a most successful administration,
To so many who supported me in any number of
ways and encouraged me against rather strong odds,
my heartfelt thanks. Your efforts, concern and time
produced some very worthwhile results and I will
never forget the kindness of so many.
The election is over and is a closed issue as far as I
am personally concerned. But I sincerely hope a much
larger Part of the Murray residents will take a personal
interest in the affairs of city 'government, than in the
past.
Most sincerely,
Ed. ChrismanPolitical Ad Paid For
By Ed Chrisman
Diet Seminar
Nov. 16th 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn
South End of Murray
UM,. DIET





Lose up to 15 lbs. a week
WITHOUT PILLS, SHOTS,
MEDICATION OR EXERCISES
Now, at fat fileilaol Some has developed a dot for 14110 eitiGeilLOSS,
*hoe Sinai Foster. foot Sole than any other Set and pounds stayed!!
Alpha II ULTRA DIET n of SUT9t011 QUALITY, comntan of Como and "'hey
Protein together eath All vtormint, minerals and fatty ends tegared for
OPTIMUM NUTIITION Whey Proem has a nearly perfect beanie of VITAL
AMINO ACIDS soy peen does not Its prodnalfy Patsies and more early
thgested and ossmuktted
It it thn hap quoldy Iret.ti the permits rapid, sofa weight loss with ail
hung*, poni and enthout 0,04 the mules tif yew body, yewr hart,
int, kidneys, spleen all vital orgom hoen which yaw lone protein on other
ieduong dots, proem the. soud not to line The dot n attorney triple as
all in the ran and oddthonal food a permitted throughout the day lame
weight 1051 n to toind, pound for loss poond ALPPIA II ULM DIET Is note
osonomwol than onsets Money bock guarantee
THE RESULTS SHOW — ALL
YOU HAVE TO LOSE IS FAT!
HEALTH SEMINARS
OPEN MEETING — NO CHARGE
TOTAL I M KGE
"Where The Good life Begins"
Houle 0 Box 23 • Benton, KeQtuckv 42025
LINDA & FRED SETTFIKUND. Distrib
utors
.
Hoare 9 to 5 502.'327-9Q73
No, we are not a bad football team. We do have the talent.
Few football teams in the country have two Quarterbacks
who are as tough "-as Mike IN-ciens or-David Rumor.
We have some good talent in the backfield and the of-
fensive line has been playing better every game. The secon-
dary has been burned a few times this season but basically,
they are yourig. - - -
On the other hand, we are not an exceptionally good foot-
ball team either.
What happened this year?
Well, after two consecutive losing season, you want to win
so badly that sometimes, you get too inspired and over-
estimate what you have. That is simply what happened at
Murray State this year.
' The coaching staff can't be Warned, the players cant be
blamed and really, nobody can be blamed. -
We haye seen some exciting football this season. We have
enjoyed the new plays installed in the offense and we have
enjoyed and appreciated the hard-hitting defense. _
__BuLas_so_ often. heard, it's a matter of  "wait until next
year."
If we are still staying that next year, then indeed, we are
in trouble. But for right now, there are a lot of teams in the
country who would be happy to finisb 6-5 and have the
4eople returning that well have next-season. - -
You don't sit at the bottom of a mountain and take a pole
vault and with one jump, reach the peak. You have to climb




By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS (A?) - The St.
Louis Cardinals, back to their
old cardiac finishes, unear-
thed 15-year veteran Jackie
Smith for his first touchdown
pass since 1975 Monday night
to share heroics with Jim Hart
and bury previously unbeaten
. Dallas 24-17 in high' fourth-
quarter drama.
"I think it's obvious we've
turned our season around,"
said Hart, who rifled a 49-yard
touchdown pass to Mel Gray
and lobbed a 3-yard scoring
pass to the 37-year-old Smith
with 3:10 to play for the game
winner.
Dallas' record dropped to 8-
1 and St. Louis put some sus-
pense back in the National
Conference Eastern Division
race with its fifth consecutive
-victory for a .6.3 ledger. „Ar!tiled only 14-10, Efren Her-
rera's 2I-yard field goal set
the stage for Hart's fourth-
quarter heroics.
He found Gray wide open
behind Aaron Kyle and Cliff
Harris for the game-tying
touchdown, then burned the
jittery Cowboy defense with
the pass to Smith.
"We had the best feeling
coming in here that we've
ever had," said Hart. "The
Cowboys were riding high and
we had never won here so we
turned the negative points into
positive points for us."
Cowboy C,o'ach Tom Landry
agreed.
"We haven't played good for
the last three or four weeks
and a loss was inevitable,"
said Landry. "The Cardinals
have made things interesting
again in the division, par-
ticularly with us going to
Pittsburgh next week."
Landry sounded like there
might he some changes in
store for the sputtering
Cowboy offense - like rookie
Dorsett moving- into. a.„.
-
"We have to tiae foni,
. -because he Air-running :gook!!
said Landry.
St. Louis Coach Don Coryell,
who had seen his team lose a
30-24 heartbreaker to Dallas
on Oct. 9, was euphoric.-
"I never thought something
Tate this would happen to me
again," said Smith, who was
catching only his third pass of
the season. "It's great to be
part of it." - -
Hart said "We usually throw
that pass to the halfback and I
think it surprised them."
OFFENSIVE PLATER Of WEEK - The MSU *Offensive Player of The Week was Tony Franklin
(left), a former star at Caldwell County High School. Franklin rushed for 50 yards in just seven
carries and scored a TD in the 35-7 win,civer Eastern Illinois. With Pronklin is Big M Club president
Dick Stout.
DEFENSIVE STANDOUT - Bobby Craig (left) was named as the MSU Defensive Player of the
Week for his performance in the Racers' 35-7 win over Eastern Illinois Saturday. Presenting Cr
aig
with his plaque is Big M Club president Dick Stout.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Wheelwright Loses In
Argument With KHSA
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Wheelwright's dispute with
the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association has en-
ded, and Paintsville will play
Pineville Wednesday night for
the Class A, Region IV football
title.
Theplayoff game, originally
scheduled last Saturday, was
postponed after Wheelwright
principal and head Coach Don
Daniels filed a suit in Fayette
County Circuit Court last
week.
The suit challenged the
KHSAA's method of awarding
playoff berths, a process
which gave Paintsville the
Second District title over
Wheelwright.
Wheelwright finished
district play with a 7-0 record.
Paintsville recorded a 4-0
mark, but the teams finished
with identical Dickinson
System Ratings which the
KHSAA uses to determine
district champions.
Paintsville then won on a
tiebreaking system,- which
By The Associated Press
-Fancy Farm 55 Lowes 49
-Heath 58 Livingston Ceti 40
S Hopkins 70 Providence 64
(lot)
Wingo 48 Farmington 47
Symsonia 37 Riedland 35
Johnson Cent 82 McGoffin Co
61
Lee Co 53 Owsley Co 37
Leslie Co 109 Corciia 29
-Lex Catholic 78 Powell Co 34












awards teams one point for
each game won by any four of
its defeated opponents.
Both Fayette Circuit Judge
N. Mitchell Meade and the
state Court of Appeals ruled
that the KHSAA had to give
Wheelwright a hearing, which
was held Monday.
"Our board of control heard
Wheelwright's appeal and
Brock Honored
ST. Lows (AP) — Lou
Brock, much honored during
the past baseball season, has
now become the first athlete to
receive one of St. Louis' 'top
civic awards.
The veteran St. Louis Cardi-
nal outfielder, who broke Ty
Cobb's all-time major league
basestealing record, was
named Monday as the
recipient of the St. Louis
Award. The award is made
annualy to the person who,
during the preVious 12 months,
brought the. greatest distinc-
tion to the city.-
Dallas, off to its best start in
the 17-year history of the club,
appeared to have the Car-
dinals well caged, building a
14-3 halftime lead on Tony
Dorsett's 1-yard touchdown
run and a 2-yard scoring pass
frOm Roger Staubach to tight
end Billy Joe DuPree.
All St. Louis had to show for
the first half of the nationally
televised match was Jim Bak-
ken's 26-yard field goal.
But Dallas muffed a chance
to blow the game wide open
when Randy Hughes inter-
cepted a Hart pass at the St.
Louis 17 only to see DuPree
return the favor with a fumble
on an end around.
St. Louis' Wayne Morris
scored on a 1-yard touchdown
run after Benny Barnes was
flagged on a 43-yard inter-
ference call and the Cardinals
Cage Scores
voted unanimously to deny it
and they ( Wheelwright, of-
ficials) dropped their com-
plaint," KHSAA Com-
missioner Tom Mills said. "I
expected that we would have
to go back to court Tuesday,
but it's over."
Bellevue, the Region III
champion, will play the Paint-
sville Pineville victor in a
Class A semifinal game at
Bellevue. But when that game
will be played is not certain.
Mills said Friday or Saturday
of this week "is too soon as far
as I am concerned. We must
consider the boys who are
participating."
BASEBALL
NEW YORK -- Winning the
World Series was worth
$27s758.04 to each member of
the New York Yankees who
was voted a full share,
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
- announced..
losingA full  share'for each
Los Angeles Dodger was
about a win like I was
tonight," said Coryell. "This
was a great victory. We
wanted it bad."
St. Louis intercepted Stau-
bach twice, and the Cowboy
quarterback said, IT can't
my: injured hip or
umb-: I threw well in
piactice. We just missed some
big thirddown plays and when
we got up 14-3, I guess we
really got too conservative."
The game was a rough-and-
tumble affairokwith both
Barnes of the Cowboys and St.
Louis' Lee Nelson being Landry admitted St. Louis
ejected for fighting. was hungrier. "We were
"I just lost my cool and I asking for it because we
shouldn't have let my temper hadn't been playing well,"
run away from me," said said Landry. And the Car-
Barnes, dinals gave "it" to the last of
Cardinal offensive tackle the National Football
Conrad Dobler said, qWe're League's unbeaten teams.
moving now. Dallas has some
tough ones coming up ... If
they have happen to give us
the championship we'll take
it."
St. Louis halfback Terry
Metcalf said "The rest of the„
season looks good. We were
just higher than Da*. YOU
know they were 8-0 anti they- ---
weren't up like the first game.
"Beating them down here
was great since it was the first
time since I've been here that
we've done it. We thought we
got robbed in the first game."
SPECIAL HONOR - Tony Martin was presented with a
special award at the Beat WesterrftBanquet Monday evening
Assistant coach Gary Crum gave Martin a MSU plaque for his
services rendered to the team. Martin takes Oaf the scouting
reports and runs them through a computer each week and he









1300 Johnson, Murray 159-1234
Mar-Kel Lighting Factory Outlet Store
Lakeway Village
(Next to Uncle Lee's) 642,-8142 1411r
Shopping Center 
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-8 P.M. Mooday.Satarday.1 P.M:5P.M. Sunday
"Ire have Something For Everyone"
Many Exciting New Styles Now in Our
Beautiful Factory Outlet Store.





(Keep your plants alive this winter!).
Brass or chrome.












Also: Ceiling fixtures, floor lamps. pin-up lamps, nursery
lamps. Large tielecti-on of pictures. anywhere from $11.00-
$48.95, plant hangers. lots of wicker (headboard", mirrors.
etc.), mirrors and mirrographics, all at affattlable prices. For
decorator shades, bring your lamp in for a FREE fitting!
MONDAY & TUESDAY - 1 TABLE ONLY
4n.s Lamp on $800 
4n v firma frfono
nurser) lamps
the Table 1,:•,,,, .."'.d. '0 , Ito large tab, !ample
Also pictures a other accessories on table.
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HONORARY RACER - H.T. Waldrop (front, left) was mode an honorary member of the Racer
football team for his faithful service over the years. Waldrop, along with Ronald Churchill who
- was unable to attend the banquet Monday, will be special guests of the Big M Club Saturday at
the Murray-Western game in Bowling Green. Both Waldrop' and Churchill will be given free
lodging and free meals for their expense-paid trip to the game. Presenting the plaque to Waldrop
is Big M Club president Dick Stout. In the background, from left to right, are Racer Captains Ed-
die McFarland, Kevin Whitfield and Mike Dickens.
(Staff Motes by Mike Brandon)
fl polled 655 points while Notre
Dame had to rally in the final'
G
period for a 21-17 triiunph over
ets Ax Feom Buffalo Braves-afifzhms°nt.ixthandwist:iiPztn:
By The Associated Press
Branded with the words "in-
jured reserve" and
"waivers," rookies and
veterans alike lost jobs as
National Basketball As-
sociation teams cut their ros-
ters to the new 11-man limit.
Teams were permitted to
carry up to three men on their
injured lists and several
players fell into that category
Monday --- among them
Atlanta's Claude Terry,
Cleveland's Terry Furlow,
San Antonio's James Silas and
New Jersey's Jan van Breda
Kolff.
Furlow, ill with virus at-
tacks, has been unable to play
since Oct. 11. Silas joined
another guard, George Karl,
on the injured list. Center
Mike Green, acquired last
week from Seattle, took Silas'





W L Pct. GB
N York 7 5 .583 -
Phila 6 5 .545 .14
Buff 6 6 .500
Boston 3 8 .273 31/2
N Jrsy 2 9 483- 4½
Central Division
Atlanta 8 3 .727 -
Cleve 8 3 .727- -
S Anton 8 6 .571 1/2
Houstn 6 6 .500 21/2
NOrms 6 7 .462 3
Wash 4 6 .400 31/2
WESTERNCONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 8 5 .615 -
Detroit _6_ 5 .545 1
Chcgo 7 6 .538 1
Mlw 6 6 .500 1/2
K.C. 6 8 .429 21/2
Ind 3 8 .273 4
Pacific Division
Port 9 2 .818 -
Phnix 6 5 .545 3
Gldn St 7 7 .500 31/2
Los Ang 6 6 .500 31/2














out for at least a week and
when he or Karl returns, the
Spurs will have to make other
roster moves.
Terry aggravated an ankle
injury Saturday night against
San Antonio, and went onto re-
serve after playing three
games for a six-point season
scoring total.
Besides trading Green, the
SuperSonics dropped veteran
forward Willie Wise and third-
year man Dean Tolson. The
New York Knicks sent former
Maryland star Tom McMillen





Dunleavy, the club's No. 4
guard, who played in just four
games this season. The 76ers'
starting center, Darryl
Dawkinaja still on the injured
7 forward played in only one
game this season.
Detroit placed guard Way-
man Britt on waivers and
reactivated forward Al
Erberhard, who had suffered
a fractured ankle Oct. 11.
Boston was the first team to
reach the new -limit when it
dropped reserve center Jim
Ard last week.
Buffalo waived rookie guard
Larry Johnson, the Braves'
second-round draft pick this
year. The Phoenix Suns cut 6-7
rookie forward Greg Griffin,
The Denver Nuggets waived
the man they'd acquired to
bolster their front line, free-
agent forward Jacky Dorsey.
He appeared in seven games
to average three rebounds and
shot only 27.3 percent.
Veteran reserve Kevin Res-
tani was cut from the Mil-
waukee Bucbi after averaging
list witha-rut finger and when !.7 imuits and 4.7--rebotindeist-
hereturnthe teem will hiviellite- -three PreldOWI Sealcus.
tO trade cc release another Golden State cut free agent
player. -. .._J'. forward Larry McNeill, a
Kansas City cut forward fiveyear veteran picked up •
Bob Bigelow, a first-round from the New York Nets last
draft choice in 1975. The 6-foot- season.
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) -
Veteran SanFrancisco Giants
first baseman ilIie
McCovey, who now holds the
National League career
record for grand slam home
runs, is the 13th winner of
baseball's Hutch Award.
McCovey broke the record
.hitting his 17th grand slam
'also passed
2,000 career hits.
By-passed in baseball's re-
entry draft because of his age
- 39 - and questionable
knees, McCovey had to win his
job in a spring training trial
with his old team.
The awards, honors the
memory of Fred Hutchinson,
manager of the Cincinnati.
Reds when he died of cancer in
1964.
The voting - is based on
overcoming adversity, as well
as displaying the competitive
instincts of Hutchinson, a
major league pitcher before
he managed the Detroit
Tigers, St. Louis Cardinals
and Reds.
• "McCovey's Margin over
Bill Buckner of the Chicago
Cubs was the closest in the
history of the voting," said
sports editor Ritter Collett of
the Dayton (Ohio) Journal
Herald in making the an-




Reds catcher Johnny Bench
was third in the voting, with
Eric Soderhold of the Chicago
White Sox fourth.
McCovey will accept the
award at the Dapper Dan
Sports Dinner in Pittsburgh
Jan. 29.
want to extend a special
Thank You to the 1701 poeple
who voted for me in the
November 8th election. I ap-
preciate your support and con-
fidence
I will try to serve, to the best
of my ability, all of the people
of Murray, regardless of par-
ty, race, color or religion.
Thanks Again For
Your Support
J. H. (Hardemaa) Nix
The Houston Rockets
waived rookie guard Phil
Bond and the Chicago Bulls
released guard Glen Hansen,
who had a total of two minutes
playing time this season.
Indiana did not announce
whom they released.
By The Associated Press
Texas remains firmly
planted at the top of the heap
in The Associated Press
college football poll, with
Alabama, Oklahoma and Ohio
State refusing to budge from
the other top spots.
Michigan traded places with
Notre Dame for the No. 5 posi-
tion in the nationwide poll of
sports writers,, and broad-
casters released Monday.
Texas, after an easy 44-14
win over Texas Christian, re-
ceived 58 of 61 first-place votes
and 1,214 of a possible 1,220
points,
Alabama, which defeated
Miami of Florida 36-0,
received one first-place ballot
and 983 points while Oklahoma
also received one first-place
vote and 962 points following a
52-14 rout of Colorado. Ohio
State, a 35-7 victor over
Indiana, received 819 points.
Michigan, sixth a week ago,
crushed Purdue 40-7 and
Sevent-ranked Kentucky
took the remaining first-place
ballot after downing Florida
14-7 and totaled 548 points. The
Wildcats were seventh last
week, too.
Arkansas got 529 points for
beating Texas A&M 26-20,
Penn State whipped Temple
44-7 and received 458 points
and Pitt piled up 377 points for
a 52-26 rout of Army, rounding
out the Top Ten.
Nebraska, Arizona State,




-UCLA make up the - §econd
Ten.
Last week, it was Texas
ALM, Nebraska, BYU, South-
ern California, Clemson,
Florida State, Arizona State,
Texas Tech, North Carolina
and Colgate.
Southern Cal fell-from grace
with a 28-10 loss to
'Washington. The victory
thrust the Huskies into the Top
Twenty for the first time this
season. UCLA returned to the
ratings after a sev
abaence with a 43-18
over Oregon State.
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
























Jenkins of Orange, Va., was
the best rider in a four-way
jumpoff in the Jumper Stake
at the Royal Horse Show.
Jenkins, riding individually
rather than with the U.S.
equestrain team, guided Lay.
Pawn through a clean round in
the fastest time to villtwor-
Calloway County Grid
Banquet To Be Thursday
The Calloway eantitiiiriN- Scheer football banquet WM he .•
held at the high school cafeteria at 7'.m. Thursday.
Tickets to the banquet will be sold in advance at the high
schoorinieTnitY-be purchated for'three dollars: Tickets/AIL-
be sold only in advance.
The speaker for the banquet will be former professional
football player Dick--"Bill' Hutson of Paris, Tn.
Hutson is presently the assistant principal at Henry County
High School. A native of Paris, he played at Memphis State
from 1958 through 1961. •
---- Hutson was the number two draft pick for the San
Chargers in 1962.
He spent one year with the Chargers before going to the
Buffalo Bills where he played as all offenstve linemen from
1963 until 1968. He was named to several All-Pro teams
during his career. In college, he played in the Blue-Gray
Game, the Senior Bowl and the College All-Star Game.
There will be a number of awards to be presented at the
By The Associated Press banquet. Among those are the 110 percent award, two
AMERICAN FOOTBALL CON.- -'headhunter-awards (defense), the most improved player
FERENCE award, the best blocker award and the MVP Award.
Eastern Division Laker football coach Stan Outland said tickets must be pur--
.W IT Pct. PF PA .auised bY p.m. niursdaY::
Bait 8 10 .889 203 128
Miami 7 20 .778 183 126
N Eng d 5 40 .556 190 154
NY Jets 2 70 .222 133 190
Buff 2 70 .222 112 208
Central Division
Cleve 5 40 .556 200 175
Pitts 5 40 .556 182 164
Hstn 4 50 .444 189 145
Cinci 4 5 0 .444 125 167
Western Division
Oakld 8 10 .889 240 152
Deny 8 10 .889186 91
S Diego 4 5 0 .444 125 129
Stle 3 60 .333 170 241




Dallas 8 1 0 .889 238 122
S Louis 6 30 .667 203 146
Wash 5.40 .556 126 132
NY Gts 4 50 .444 III 178
Phila 3 60 .333 140 134
Central Division
Minn 6 30 .667 140 128
Dtrt 4 50 .444 110 164
Chcgo 4 5 0 .444 171 213
Gn Bay 2 7 0 .222 83 152
Tpa Bay 0 90 .000 46 159
Western Division
L.A. 6 3 0 .667 213 98
AtInta 5 40 .556 90 62
S Fran 4 5 0 .444 114 134
Norms 2 70 .222 160 212
Monday's Game
St. Louis 24, Dallas 17
Sunday, Nov. 20




New England at Buffalo
New York Jets at Baltimore
Philadelphia at St. Louis
Atlanta at New Orleans
Denver at Kansas City
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Dallas at Pittsburgh, CBS
Houston at Seattle
Los Angeles at San Francisco
Oakland at San Diego
Monday, Nov. 21
Green Bay at Washington,
Racer Blue Team Edges
Gold 90-89 At Mayfield
The Murray State Racers held their second on-the-road
Blue-Gold scrimmage and the Blue team came away 90-89
winners Monday night_in a contest played at Mayfield High-
School.
John Randall scored 30 points and grabbed 22 rebounds to
pace the Blue team to its win while Skeeter Wilson had 20
points and eight rebounds. Lenny Barber added 13 points
while Johnny Thirdkill had 12 points and 11 rebounds.
Glenn Jackson added five points, Andrea Perry two and
David Lowry two.
The Blue team shot 39 of 96 from the field for 42 per cent
while making 11 turnovers.
For the Gold team, Mike Muff had 33 points' and 11 reboun-
ds while Jimmy Warren fired in 21 points. •
Bob Kelly, a 6-5 freshman, had 12 points and 12 rebounds
while Bobo Jackson scored 10 points to round out the twin
figure scoring. Danny Jarrett had nine points and 16 reboun-
ds while Raymond Sims scored four and Tom Leffler played
but did not score.
The Gold team shot 41 of 79 for 52 per cent and made 17 tur-
novers.
"As much as we tried running the hall, the turnovers
were't really that numerous," Racer C'Oach Fred Overton
said.
"We weren't as sharp as we were in our scrimmage at
Paducah but we didn't practice Saturday or Sunday and the
two-day layoff probably hurt us a little.
"The thing that really pleased me the most was the play of
Robert Kelly. We expect Muff and Randall and the others to
score for us. But Kelly showed us some real signs of being
able to play with the front line people.
"We think one of our strengths is our depth and if we can
add another guy who is capable of coming off the bench and
playing in the OVC games, we're going to be in good shape.
"We're going to need someone to step in and give us
another front-line type of player.
-Darrell Willett had been making remarkable progress but
hurt his knee and last Saturday, had to undergo surgery.
"He had really made an impression on the coaching staff.
He had one of the best practice stat sheets of anyone. The in-
jury' is infortunate for him and for us. He's not the same
player he was last year.
"We're definitely going jh red shirt him for the first
'semester and probably, for the rest of the season. We really
feel he can be valuable to our program," Overton added.
Local Racer fans will get their first look at the Racets next
Monday when the annual Blue-Gold game is held in the MSU
Sports Arena. The contest will begin at 7: 30 p. rn. •
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
it's Unbe •lievable, But
Buy From S5500 to 'NO
Worth of Merchandise at..
Take Advantage
Of This Special
Just A Small Way To Say Thank You
For Your Business
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Bill Would Provide
For Bond Issue To
Buy Railroad Cars
FRANKkORT, Ky. (AP) -
A bill that would provide for a
$200 million bond issue to pur-
chase railroad cars for Ken-
tucky's coal and grain in-
dustries Is expected- to be






Harris,- are scheduled to join
industry representatives,
including Joseph Lenihan of
the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad and Ken Hart of the
Kentucky Coal Association in
testifying on the proposal.
Under the proposal, hopper
cars financed by the state
through a tax-free bond issue
would be leased to railroads in
.an effort designed to alleviate
---wh'af some harve said is a crlli-
cal shortage of coal and grain
hoppers.
Receipts from the rental of
the hoppers would be used to
retire the bond issue.
Industry representatives
have testified that the ad-
New Frankfort
Chief Named
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
State police Lt. Ben F. Harney
of the Dry Ridge post has been
INgofficigily named Frankfort's
new police chief.
Harney, who succeeds Doug
True, will assume his duties
Dec. 1, the date of True's re-
tirement. His salary will. be
$24,000 a year,.
The city commission, which'
agreed last week on Harney's
appointment, Voted unani-
mously Monday night to
formalize its decision.
Harney, a 20-year veteran of
sts4. poIicP said _ _he ig 
eturning
to Frankfort, where he started
his state police career in 1957.
Thi 47-yeafAV-COvingtorf
Ky., native currently is com-
'mation dategrDryof crwarimd;.H1leinalvessotiwgas-
-involved in last turruner's In-
vestigation of the Beverly
-Hills Supper Club fire.
Harney, who served on the
Covington police force from
1953 to 1957, was chosen from
among tenIpplicants for the
Frankfort post.
.rditional cars would end a
bottleneck in transportation
and would bring more money
to Kentucky coal producers
and farmers.
However, a Legislati.ve_Re-
search Commission report has
questioned the feasibility Of
the bond issue on two main
grounds: Lack of a guarantee
the extra cars would increase
revenue for shippers, and an
apparent conflict with inter-
state commerce laws by re-
stricting the rail cars to Ken-
tucky shippers.
The grain and coal hopper
car subcommittee of the
Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue




Harris and tpe University Ad.
Kentucky agricultural ex
tension service, while noting
some advantages in a bond
issue, have expressed
reservations.
Harris believes the proposal
needs more study, while the
extension service has called
for a higher priority on ex-
panding grain storage
facilities - a move which
some experts say would ac-
complish the same goal as far
as grain transportation is
concerned.
Also scheduled to testify
Wednesday are • Claude
Vaughn, director or the
Kentucky Economic
Development Commission;






The LRC report noted pre-
vious research indicates in-
creasing the supply of rail
cars could have a depressing
tai-zoal prices;
It atm -noted the Internal
Revenue Service limits tax-




at 9 a.m. in Room 307 of the
state capitol.
:Wore than-$48 Million in
counterfeit bills, most of them
tens and twenties, were printed
in 1974, Says National Geo-
graphic. Most of them were
seized fresh of the pres.ses.and






Janes Sexton (r.), Tennessee Ridge, Tn., and Lindsey Collins, Grand Rivers, Ky., two
(ETA employees at TVA's Land Between The Lakes, put some finishing touches to a
portion of the 60-mile North-South Trail. The trail will be formally dedicated at 2 p.m.
Sunday, November 13, 1977, at the Central Information parking lot, Golden Pond, Ky.
The public is invited to attend.
(TVA Photo by Robert Duncan)
Symbol Of Hungarian Freedom
Crown Of St. Stephen
Tucked Away At Ftlinox
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) -
Trying to track down the
crown of St. Stephen is an
impossible task.
No one at this military post
will admit the crown is here,
but they'll give you a number
to call for more information.
That number happens to be
the State Department in
Washington, where- -a flhisi-r
officer reads this statement:
"The Crown of St. Stephen is
being guarded under unique
conditions and part of our spe-
cial s t.ponsibility for its safe-
keeping is not to divulge ifs
whereabouts."
She sidestepped further
questions Monday about the
crown, the symbol of
Hungarian nationhood that
has been in American custody
since 1945.. 7--
The press officer said she'd.
heard that Pres- 'dent-Carter IS
thinking abont_ ritrt *ting_ the__
crbwn arfd .theat4erripitnAtig
jewels to the Budapest
government, "but no explicit
date haS been apt. It will
-happen in the near -futute:"
Asked again about reports
that the crown is kept inside
The gold vault at Ft. Knox, the
officer replied, "Gee, I
wouldn't -kw!, Why dontyou
tel honethem and find dut?"
cause "this is all I'm author-
ized to say. But, maybe you
can try this number I haVe
written down "
Whatever the crown's loca-
tion, it remains a center of
controversy.
The Carter adminstration
favors return of the crown as a
good-will gesture to normalize
-relations with the government
of Hungary, an argument that
has been rejected in some cir-
cles.
In Cleveland, believed to
-have the largeiit -Hungarian
Community in this country,
the response was sharp.
"The crown is a symbol of
political and religious free-
dom," said John Nadas,
national vice president of the
American-Hungarian Fed-
- erationni -_1_1;Ve feel that
eP
Another call, this one to Vic-
tor Harkin, who has super-
vised operations at the vault
for years and knows, to the
last ounce, how much of the
nation's gold is stacked there.
"There's nothing I can tell
you about the crown," Harkin
said. "However, I istive this
telephone number "
The response was the same
at the Army's Public Informa-
tion Office.
A spokesrnan read the state-
ment issued by the State De-
partment then apologized be-
$10000
REWARD
100.00 Reward is offered to anyone with information
leading to the return of the Church Bell which was
stolen from the Palestine Methodist Church recently.
If you have any infetrm'ation concerning this please call the Sheriff's Of-
fice Or any Of the following numbers.
753-3295 . 753-5415_
Names of any individuals with Information will be kept in strict confiderice.
or 753-9941 I
returning -the crown would in
-effect recognize the status quo
in_Hupgary today, where there
no -spiritual freedorri- and
where the Russians
dominate."




distribution and possession of
hand guns will be the topic of
debate in the third in a series
of public debates sponsored by
the Delta Sigma ,Rho-Tau
Kappa Alpha Honorary
Society at Murray State
University Tuesday, Nov. -15.
1The debate Will begin at..7
p.m. in the MSU Student
Center auditorium. The
resolution for debate will be:
"Resolved: That the
distribution and possession of
hand guns in the United States
should be prohibited."
Principal speakers for the
debate will be: Dr. Paul
Taparauskas, assistant
professor in the Department
of History at MSU; Rick
Moman, a high school teacher
from Cadiz; Krit Stubblefield
and Tom Riley, MSU
sophomores from Murray.
At the conclusion of the
speeches, the audience will be
given the opportunity to voice
opinions during a general
debate period.
The public debate program
is geared to help Murray State






Copies from our new. -
low-cost 695 Dry C.pier are
something else They're
rich black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if they ye been





leading a congressional fight
to keep the crown in this
country. She said she feels the
crown "should not go back to
the Communist government of
Hungary."
The ancient crown was sent
as a coronation gift to
Stephen, Hungary's first king,
in the year IONV-by---Potie
Sylvester II. It was turned
over to American military
authorities at the end of World
War II by the Hungarian
military guard in order to
keep it from the Russians oc-
cupying the country.
Over the years, State
Department officials have
stated the crown is still in the
United States' possession.
They acknowledge that the
State Department does. have
storage space in the gold
depository here. But that's all
they will admit.
Legislation Being Drafted
To Mandate Consumer Ed
As High School Requirement.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
Legislation is being drafted to
mandate a full-credit course
in consumer education as a re-
quitement for graduation
from a Kentucky high school.
The legislation is being pre-
pared at the recommendation
of the attorney general's Con-
sumer Advisory Council.
Marian Farris, chairman of
the council's consumer educa-
tion carrunittee, said Monday-
that if consumer -education
were taught in the schools,
there might not be a need for
other kinds of consumer
protection legislation.
However, noting the state
Education Department's




"Until we have some com-
mitment from the top, we're
never going to do anything
about it."
Jacqueline Cantrell of the
state Education Department
told the council the depart-
ment is working on staff
development. She said until
teachers have been trained in
the teaching of consumer
education, the program can't
be fully integrated in the
schools.
Council member Edward
Hessel said he agreed with the
need for teacher preparation.,
but did not understand the de-
partment's -opposition to a
"capstone course" in con-
sumer education. -
"There is nothing more-
important," Hesse] said,
adding that he felt it must be a
mandatory, rather than an
elective course.
Dr. Donald Van Fleet of the
Education Department said
he is opposed to making the
course mandatory because_
there already are s0 many
mandatory courses thit_ Aft
dents are not learning the
basic skills.
"I think it's fundamental
that a student can read and
compute instead, of taking
consumer education," he said.
Mrs. Horiander said - she
agreed with the need for a re-
turn to basic skills, but asked,
"What is more basic than
learning how to survive if
you're thinking this way, then
your priorities are mixed up,"
she added.
Support for a mandatory
_course in ronciimer education
came from Philip Thompson,
president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, and
from Mack Morgan, a lobbyist
for the Kentucky Retail
Federation. Thompson said
the course should be tier. in
with basic economics
Attorney General Robert
Stephens said- he received
pretty good basic education,
but still came out of school not
knowing what a mortgage was
or how to balance a check-
book.
He said the council's recom-
mendation was "only the first
small step."
The council will meet again
before the 1978- General
Assembly convenes to re.vieW
the draft legislation.
In other action, the council
recommended legislation to
the General Assembly to
extend Kentucky's Landlord-
Tenant Act statewide. The law
now applies only to Louisville
•
The council also recom-
mended a bill to protect
consumers from getting
ripped off by unfair contracts
for membership in buying
clubs, social clubs, dance
clubs, or health clubs, and
another proposal to allow
Kentuckians to manufacture
wine for home consumption.
A bill to establish an
automotive repair code was




Off Strike To Help
Contain Hospital Blaze
LONDON (API - Dozens of
London firemen abandoned
their day-old national strike
for an hour early today to help
inexperienced army
firefighters put out a blaze in a
hospital and rescue scores of
helpless patients from smoke-
filled wards.
"The soldiers were doing
their best, but they were out of
their depth," said Jim Rogers,
a leader of the striking
firemen in the East End.
"People would have died if we
hadn't come in. Our boys
would have rynched me if I'd
tried to stop them fighting the
fire."
One squad of strikers
donned breathing apparatus
and made their way through
the choking smoke to put out
the fire in the basement of the
400-bed St. Andrew's Hospital.
Others took over hoses from
the 40 army troops manning
obsolete civil defense fire
trucks taken out of mothballs
by the government to meet the
emergency.
There were no casualties,
and the firemen went back to
the picket lines after the fire
was under control.
The hospital fire was the
most serious blaze reported
during the first 24 hours of the
strike for higher pay by most
of Britain's 33,000 fulltime
firemen. It is Britain's first
national firemen's strike, .and
the government mobilized
10,000 hastily-trained soldiers
plus thousands of part-time
reserve firemen and civilian
volunteers.
A government spokesman
said the number of emergency
calls Monday was well below
the normal 2,000 although
there was an increase in false
alarms.
"People are definitely being
more careful about fire
precautions," said the
spokesman. However, he
reported an increase in hoax
calls.
Two fire deaths were
reported, but police said the
strike was not--to blame.
"Even if the firemen had been
operational, they could not
have got to the fires in time,"
an official said.
The troops put out fires in a
. capiboar.d factory in Glasgow,-
in a furniture store in
Leicester and in a Bir-
mingham scrapyard.
The firemen are demanding
a 30 percent pay increase,




ment is trying to maintain for
the third year. It is the most




general secretary of the Fire
Brigades' Union, claimed
about 97.5 percent of the
regular firemen were on
strike.
-"It's solid," he told
reporters.
The Spanish Conquistadors
had set up colonies in Cuba and
Mexico by the 1520s. They
founded the first permanenf
settlements west of the Mis-
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To the people of Murray and
Calloway County:
Thank you very much for your
vote and support in the election. I
shall continue to express my ap-
preciation by doing the best job I
can as Sheriff for all The people of




































A new paint job
put it on right!
Now's the time of year for A. It depends on the typedo-it-yourselfers to put fresh- of paint job yotodesire. The-oats of paint on their home's three basic quality grades are• exterior for protection from good, better, best. The bestwinter weather. Then they'll grade-brush or roller will pickmove indoors to repaint en- up the mOst paint, enabling _tire rooms in exciting nivw you to complete the job morecolors. , quicklylincrua less fatigue., Any..painting job, how- - No applicator manufac-ever. s o&yas good as the • --- -Urrer-earigIlarantee one-coatpaintingitoof used coverage on every job (thatTo help clear up, the many depends on the type ofmisconceptions that exist painter you are), but the best--about ixarist--applioaters,-- grade mppfiestor offers the_CIIL • • six...Ala- Lt.- beat opportunity to do a_pre- ,Yourself Advisor of Tip.Top _ less/anal job with one coat.Industries, has written a 'High grade Payshandy, informative booklet. •
"How to Protect Your Paint- Even more important, the
ing Investment." Some of its best quality applicator pro-
helpful hints include: vides the most professional
11 7kiii-E-gitleitr. grades, even with only aver-
Q. Can I use a natural boa- age quality paint----41e-brosh•xvish-arey.paint4-,
A. No. Use natural bristle which more and more con-
sumers are using, only the
best grade applicator should
be used; a- cheap tool often
produces poor results even
with the most expensive .
paints.
- Q. I try to save my paint
brushes, but even after care-
- only with oil-base paints,
varnishes and lacquers.
Never use it with latex or
water-base pairgs,_as natural'
bristle-tends to soak up water
and go limp. Use nylon
brtishes for latex and water-
base paints.
Q. I'm confused -about _fully cleaning them, the bns-
44411&14 dagS; OCA-trillatQVAZ44411401--what's the difference be- dry out in-bad s ape. --
'-4ween -a 7'. and- 9"--roller? A- -After YOU'Ae Cleaned
Two inches doesn't seem like the brush according to the
much bull never know which manufacturer's instructions,
one to choose. run a comb through it to.
A. The 9" roller Will cover straighten out and separate
28.595- morvarea per -stroke the bristles.
- tbiiiTh-e- 7- wide). On 'Nit =- Properlinish -
othi.it hand, the 7" roller • On brushes used in oil base• weighs less and may be less paints, put a few drops of lin-tiring than the 9" model, es- seed oft Oil the bristles': Then"pecialtyif3lotere planning to put the brush back in thepaint all day or for several package or wrap it indays in a row, aluminum foil to help retainQ. Arc rollers reusable? its natural shape.
Mine always seem to fall Always hang any brush byapart. the handle after you'veA: Rollers are reusable as cleaned-it.
\ long as youlmy the type with A great many other ':in-ithe sturdy plastic core:Paper - tips. are included in-thecore rollers are designed for • "How to-Protect Your Paint
one use only, arid sometimes „ jag investment" booklet. .break down in the middle of a For your free copy, see your
largejob. A quality tool is al- Tip Top dealer or write towa s a goljdinVestnient. CItrfl Richt-Mt 713.674r-. 1-see so man different. Yourself Advisor, Ti To''
qua ity gra es o pa t n ust es, e •e
brUshes androfidIN. Hem, do T - Aye':. Jersey ity,
know which to select? - 07305.
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
_







THIS BAVARIAN-STYLE summer cottage employs maintenance-freematerials such as horizontal siding fashioned from rough-cut boards, roofingof split wood shingles and a native stone chimney. Rudolph Matern's PlanHA1OHM has 1,443 square feet bf living space in a one-and-abalf-stulysetting. The king-sized outdoor porch features a barbecue pit in the chimney.To obtain more information, write to the architect—enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope—at 89 East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola. N-Y. D501•
Something Cleopatra would have eNvied . .
Give your home the royai.touch
with a regally remodeled bath
- if Cleopatra were around




indulge her tastes in an ex-
quisite and almost endless
choice of bathtubs into sffich
she could pour her precious
oils-luxury length models
. geared to comfort (with lots
of room for floating lilies!).
huge ovals with dual faucets-,T.I1FSF. JISTRATIONS from a free Sherwin-  and water  controls.,  fittings of71r/td -Thi-•oaiure e,c IU--VA—Erir—dtd—olter-tten r -,islitning-ctrrotne- or 1ft.r„,_ andtachnlipie. fOr getting. the properifiIiisbed 'appearance -enamels in' everY -coTorlierand cowers e when painting interior surfaces. The royal highness could 
Q. Can you till me what is
 Here's How 
4--Teen -age Decorators Wax Creative-
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
Young people may come up
with some creative ideas when
They are given the opportunity
to refurbish their own rooms.
In any event, it will improve
their dispositions, two mothers
have learned.
One parent provided a sum
that was far less than the in-
vestment she might have made
in her 17-year,old daughter's
room. "And I would not have
m able, to, inject so ru_2.ucti
. jersonality into it," she said.—
Another mother indulged her
15.year-old son. He was restless
and unhappy with all the cast-
offs he had been hying with,
and wanted to do it himself.
She was hesitant, but now says
"I .vraa_ _tsuly_anvized that he
"coat 'So 'Tat In such a mature-'
way and that it cost so little."
Both parents recommend the
like; IierenTY-bteiitIse-ff -puts-
moo. • youngsters on their own, and
makes them feel as if they
have accomplished something,
but because they work better in
surroundings they enjoy.
-- Daughter kept her studio-
lounge bed it was two Years—_.....
—
old) but she moved it from its
place along the wall so that she
could put a headboard on the
wall. She painted a length of
picket fence white, and put it
behind the bed to serve as
headboard.
Two ice cream chairs bought
at a tag sale for $9 and then
painted white were used in the
corner of A room with a wire
spool from a building supply
store that made a very good
table. She covered the table in
ain-while. fabric and sten7,....
died littlellowers to itz borchg.
She did the same thing at the
windows where she used some
old white sheets as curtains
The walls were painted visid
pink and the molding white. In
the corner with her little patio
, _-gre  ouo
pug.
a 
hf waterfall. -In another
area there was an erivironmen-
_ tal Poster
and streams.
Her red rug went very well
with the vivid pink and white
room scheme. She had also
painted her old chest of draw-
ers the same pink as the walls
which gave it a nice -fresh ap- -
Here s the Answer tElE4 
. By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - A tin can used (or dis-
raying flowers was Stupidly
left on our marble coffee table.
I did not discover until I re-
turned from vacation that the
can was.Tusty on the bottom
and had left rust stains on the
marble. I haven't touched the
area yet for fear of ruining the
top permanently. Can you tell
me whether these rust stains
can be removed and, if so,
how?
A. - A commercial rust
remover should do the job. But
if it doesn't work immediately,
you may have to apply a_ poul-
tice made of white paper nap-
kins or cleaning tissue. Soak
the paper in the rust remover
and place it on the rusted area.
-Cover'erfth
hold wrap to keep the poultice
from drying out to quickly.
After 24 hours, take off the
poultice and rub the area light-
ly. If the stain has not been
eliminated ( it is certain to be
lighter.), repeat the process for
another 24 hours. Two, three or
four sueli treatments may be
____ThLestabyArttEJMIVISM. eatite--s
- SURPASS CL-EOPATRAZPVIBA IAA HI with a-- ,,"up-and-down." 1. Roll out the letter "N" as shown. 2.. Modern luxury fantastic new 'Steeping Bath Whirlpool from the
-is-" pattern,
Cross roll to spread paint. 3. Finish wiih light roller




v irtually_AnS tusi...nr even_ W.goddirotiis;., _room, and you will find paint. creating dramatic effects
The reasons, says Sue Barna. With trim (leave it white, or
national decorating consul- paint it in bold accent colors);
tant for Sherwin-Williams. applying textured paint in
are threefold-: cost, - - swirls; -and creating striking
ity, and simplicity. supergraphics.
"Today's paints are the. . Once you have decided on. .
Most inexpensive decorating how and where to use paint,
options available," Barna the application is simplicity it-
says. can decorate an if you-- 
mentire roo with paint 'for • Unsure ,about paint products
less tharr$20.
Decorating with paint
doesn't have to mean a white
ceiling and lour white walls.
Paint comes in hundreds Of
colors, for dozgns of uses.
Other options cited by
Barna include painting and
stenciling unfinished furni-
and techniques, talk to the
experts.- At the more than
I ,5.00 She-win-Williams
Decorating Centers nation-
wide, how-to advice is avail-
able tree of charge, including
an illustrated blochifie titled,




















208 E, Main 753-3361
'Tile bathtub and all its sur-
rounding Axtures have come
a long way in just the past few
degades._and_vic shouldtake--
a moment to•admir-e-thii -
vancement and think about
how we can now enrich our




and striking designs are by no
means a Pharaoh's privilege!
Bathtubs are now available in
styles, sizes, and colors to
meet almost every building
or .remodeling plan. The
Kohler Company- for-exam,-
ple, now offers bathtubs in 18
styles and 14 sizes, some of
_ tbe5e...modr.13-...aYailable.,in as
. many as 14 color choices.
Bathe au nature!!
Devoted' to the natural
Kohler Company+-an igdulgence that the Egyptianiisiteen never dreamed ()rand one that won't cost You aking's ransom! Fashioned in durable enamrleti cast
Wen+ -Th-v . ..cO.hiriirl With ltio-
Str'epi,i
36' »idfth.„ and 5' length;four adjustable whirlpool jets to s••••the and relax, andbuilt-in safety grip handles for atiracti4.2racticality._sleeping Bath WhilitpoOT for availiGIC-Tti -14 strikingcolors. Why not pamper 'yourself with .111 luxury thateven the most regal of bathing beauties could not  
•----
at-
look' Why not remodel in the will be delighted to know that
Desert Spring Collection ' they can now bring all the,
Kohler's bathroom fixtures warmth and charm of the
id Expresso. a deep. rich Colonial period right into the
brown, wittier you build-your bathroom with Kohler's Cot-own back-to" the earth". onial Interlude-pure Amer--4ratlf .1h -icana:-ptire• grace.- • --streamlined features that
blend well with Indian rugs. Footed tub
ware. —enameled' casrirctri • bathtub'-
The Birthday Bath. an..poued.plaurs_aud.  earth.cp-
Colonial charm that's a full b' long and 37-1/2."
Early American deVotecs wide, is as deep and comfort-
able as it is pretty, with an-
tique style faucets and classic
ball-and-claw feet.
• Add a Boston rocker.
some Colonial design
wallpaper, a-hooked rug. and
Your bathroom will give you
. the warmest welcome in the
whole house._ _
._ _Palace pleasure
• Or combine one of the-
large oval tubs with elegant
fittings in 14-karat gold. elec-
troplate, then add mirrors,
marble, and crystal
everywhere- for bAth that
Marienv d!A ntoinette would havee
ON THE.
HOUSE
• -- By ANDY LANG -
AP Newsfeatures- - •
- The amount of attention giv-
en to paint rollers and flat pad
toapplicars might make a vis-
itor from another planet sup-
pose that paint brusher had
gone out of style. 
Far from it. They are still es-
sential for many paint jobs, ei-
ther on their own or used in
conjunction with other types of
-- applicators. Ankone thing has
remained as it was before roll-
ers, pads and other paint sprea-
ders were born: .Thousands of
brushes are thrown out every
year because they became hard
when their users neglected to
clean them or cleaned them im-
properly. —.
Brushes Used in oil paint or
varnish should be cleaned in
turpentine, mineral spirits or
any kind of paint thinner speci-
fied on the label of the paint or
varnish. One way is to work the
brush back and for on old
newspapers, then do the same
in a shallow pan containing the
solvent. When the solvent has
absorbed a lot of the paint,
throw it out and repeat the
process. This may have to be
done several times, after which
the bristles must be washed in •
a mild detergent and-wani‘wa-
ter.
If a brush has been used with
a latex or similar paint, clean
with a detergent and water or
soap and water. Holding it un-
der a faucet with the water
turned on full will remove a
large part of the paint. The rest
can be disposed of by brushing
back and forth on a flat sur-
face. If there still seems to be
some color in the brush, let the
brstles soak•in-soap and water
for male of hours. than
r rin'se thoroughly.
- A bruer used- with . shellac
should be cleaned with dena-




a different brush' for each type
of -finishing material and- to -
keep it' for that liquid alone.
This is especially important
when a brush has been used for
shellac or lacquer. The handier-
of each brush should be
marked with an -abbrevid , itt
for the material with which it
has been used, so that it can he
quickly chosen the next time it
is to be put into service.
The manufacturers of scale.,
types of synthetic brushes have
certain recommendations for
the manner in which their prod-
ucts should be cleaned, depend-
ing on the materials used If
they come wrapped in paper
which gives such
folio* them carefully. If they
don't, ask the dealer if they re-
quire any special treatment.
Since most brush bristles
. these days are synthetic, the
advice given about cleaning
them with detergent and water
after being used with latex
paint is sound. But ir you have
a brush witji. natural bristles, it
is better to use turpentine. t For
a copy of Andy Lang's booklet,
Your- EfoiliW Inside-arid
Out," send 35 cents ana a long.
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope to Know-How, P.O. ft-s
47?, Huntington, N. Y. 11743. -- .
Once a brash,, has been
cleaned and dried, it should be
kept dust-free, either by wrapp- •
ing it or staring it some place
where there ts little or no dust.
If a brush is to be used again
in a day or two,' it can be sus-
pended in a container of the
proper aolvent, being sure that.
the bristles do not touch the
bottom of the container.
And, if you don't like the idea ".
of cleaning brushes, you L'afr
buy the disposable kind, tar- it
once and throw it away.. (Me
such brush' is inexpensive. but
if you de much painting, the
cost Can add up. Also, it ,x,rit




For mo're great ideas in
remodeling. Kohler is offer-
ing a 100-page full-color
"Beautiful Baths and Kitch-
ens" booklet with hundreds
of decorating and remodeling
Suggestions for your bath-
room, powder room and
kitchen. Send St.00 to:
Kohler Company. Box MAS.
Kohler. WI 53044.
A. - Dry rot is-a misnomer.
It is a term used for rotted
- wood which gets spongy and
soft when attacked by fungi
The re-gs--
riomer is that the condition oc-
curs only when the wood on
which.. the . fungi .organisms
grow Is in a continually dainPstate. „
Q. - 'Mee* Vel Me which
woods have to be filled and
which do not?
A. - Oak, walnut, mahogany
and cherry are athong the
woods which have large pores
that are usually filled it a per-
' redly smentrilintsh 'Is desired.
Maple, birch, beech, poplar;
gum and fir are usually not
given .a . .The
filled" for the' woods
with large pores. Some persons
prefer the textured appearance
these woods present when the
pores are not filled in the usual
way.
Q. — I am getting ready to
put down insulation in our attic,'
using the blanket type. What
puzzles me, even before I start,
- is how I'm going to get the
'blankets snugly in plate at the
edges Of the eaVes, where,tizere
is very little headroom. Is there
some special way of doing this?
A. - It won't be as difficult
.as you think if you use a long.
handled tool, such as a rake, to
push or pull The blankets to the
edges of the eaves.
Q. - In using mineral wool
batts for insulation where the
studs are 24 inches apart,
- should I use' 18.-inch batts, plus
half batts, to fit the 'spaces? If
so, how do r attach them so
there -no openings where the
whole and half batts come to-
gether?
A. - -No need to do any
patching. You can get batts to
fit 24-inch spaces between studs
and joists.
_
( For either of- Andy tang's
4ttractive and durable
THE APPEALING SOLID VINYI: siding isroducts, in
six different colors, manufactured by Bird & Son, Inc..
east Walpole Mats. have become .especially suited to
meet today's demands for low maintenance and dura-
bTe materials for the exterior of the hortite.,tiolid vinyl
wafter and downspout systems are 1to available stare
solid vinyl soffit and Giulia. so*. Aeolis and the new
WOOIOSTEAD polystyreesei ornamental' shutterX, pro-
'wide attractive decorativi• features.
• '
v
booklets, "Save Money by In-
sulating" or "Wood Finishing
in the Home," send 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-ad-
dressed love-tope to Know-flow,
P.O. Box 477; Huntington, N. Y.
11743. Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the
cohunn. Personal correspond-
ence cannot be undertaken.)
pearance.
A rugged type who enjoys ice
hockey, skiing and outdoor life,.
. the. 1.7-_year-old
mother with the "clinging
vine",decarattrig approach: - —
"The mother of the male deco-
rator was surprised' that-he
pitched into it with "such gus-
Tv." SW tlititt818 That the agree:-
ment to provide funds would be
a starter and then alter *tat- --
she would be spending addition-
al-money for the.tbings
ly wanted. But, no.
retaMed -his- brown
and kept_ .i...W.,stijor On the
walls. A rug that be'Tound at
the dump was clesused andput
on one walland beton it was a
long free-form barn board that
he also found at the dump. He,
attached it with angle - Irons to -
the walLatcong.anough La hold
his stereo system. A 'flint-
jungle of green plants -- nine
created by putting the greenery
around the room on high and
low tiers of 'cinder blocks that
he found about the house out-
doors. It gave the room a cool,- -
refreshing look.
-"The bureau was discarded. In
place of it tw stacked heavy
boxes he had obtained from the
local liquor store. He painted
them shirty brawn and used the
bins.- for clothing weal! saris.-
of ̀ things. Each box was at-
lathed to another with four
' screws used in the corners of
the boxes.
One good purchase' was a
draftsman's table that was put
in .the area foimerly occupied
',by the bureau: It is a good
place to do homework and it
would be useful when he begins
studying far his chosen career,




Now! A beautiful, enetgy saving wood bur-
-iiiriglireplace for every budget. -
—Nom carry- - -
a fill livie of:
Ben Franklin Fireplaces
r Automatic Wood Heaters
& Coal Stoves ' - -
...Plus many Hearth accessories, glass. screens &
related gift items.
—9441 In Jissillsons :yaw fireplace -rewitur.
qualified sales pelmet







The first microwate oven with a memo, lea ha*ing a computer m
ins, kitchen!
the Amami Tout hmat itadarange gets tilod It oro the tr ceier to ihe I ahlt
es simple as I -2- 3 You 1,11 1,1 hat to do ty loos hog nomhets .,nd
thy smooth ,ontrol panel Then its somptilef remembers" and
performs your.citoking program in sesPreitle"
I It '•rememhers•' ho,'. long to &host
It -rememhers- ho. long to si.4 spld -sesond
It -remernheis to OH! 4,0 and to sail so, tot it Inner with a beep




Puts yoii in full .00lrol ore+ et• Ihrriglirtr cook iro use hist slide the -
Olin tithe erpropriaic lof the Pies ,se speed of cooking tioli
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Senior Citizens . 7534919
Needline 753-NEED












by 12 noon, the day
--liefore
All _reader
-r1asS111-61:1s IfiCigT be -





Answer to Monday Puzzle
• 1. Flying _ . Broom .
- mammal- --2-Gersiiame
4 Girl's 3 Cares for
nickname -,,,Lsauth _
7 8 Barracuda African
12 Dutch town Dutchman
13 Algerian 5 Sea eagle
seapor; 6 Scent bag
, 14 Whimper 7 Scoff
15 Part of 8 Hurrted
Paragrolart -9--;tiro
• 1 7 Lambs pen 10 Mans name
name 11 Beverage
• 18 More 16 Plagues
• ancient 2o-Roman
19 Pays official
• attention 22 Possesses
21 Tableland 24 In music,
• • 22 Flock high













































automobile to the Pope
(pl 41 Malice
30 Fall behind 42 Slaves
31 Native metal 44 Land
32 Easier measure
25 Things, in 33 Enemy 45 Winter
law 35 Fold vehicle
27 Newspapers. =Aquatic 46 Scottish cap
- collectively - mammal 47 High carcl
29 Style of 40 Pertaining 49 Hostelry •
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an and the Business





• - Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8 -
x 10-12.40. Fast service.
Arteraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
WILL BE BUYING fur
-11Laad.a4i through
SaturV ATLY01111, jitter
12-ni)on for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Tayror
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
WHERE IS Paradise? Is
Jesus Christ in
Paradise? If not, where
is Jesus Christ? For the
enswers to these and
any other questions that
check the - -
pages of the yjs-
structiontion book inspired
by God for the use of his







The arrest- and con-
vietion ---,Of -peeso0
responsible for the theft
of a large antique oak,,.
icebox stolen from the
New. Concord area of
Kentucky,- Lake during...
the first .week of.





-_ WHAT- WE DO best Is.
care. Needline, 753-6333.
Advecris•rs. are
requested to check. the
crst insertion of ad; for
correction This
newspaper will be
responsible for " only
one incorrect insertion








‘ Daughter • •
3. Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Lottie
Farris would like to
thank each and
everyone in their time of
sorrow, Tlian k ----the







EVENING r SEE A MENU
5fR I
HAVE YOU MISSED ME
SINCE WE HAD OUR
  s PAT 2.,
5. Lost And Found
LOST MALE-part
poodle, part sheepdog.





N1LSSING ONE male blue
tick hound 4 years old.
Not a good hunting dog.




looking for carrier in
this area for afternoan
home delivery. Good
plotites and tran-





maker or • -expert
remodeling carpenter.
See Roy Hannon. next























Own and operate your
own vending routes. 4-10
hrs. weekly. Complete
company training and
location setup Cashnvestment needed,




-ditional info call Toll
• Free. 1-800-23772806, Sun.
.- 10 a.m.'-6 p.m., M-W,
Wet" - • 
GET ME 50METHING
. TO HOLD DOWN
THESE PAPERS
SPACE YOUPSELP














TO ThE MI6IITY JUNGLE CHIEFS'..-. WONT° OF LLDN60 ,




Jean Sh0FinT Yaw awn-













from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-






We will attempt to
teach you, to earn
$50.00 per day within
30 days, must have car
& be willing to travel











7 p.m. to 9 p.m.












sergical, X-ray and cobalt,
other extended benefits. NO
AGE LIMIT. Pays in addition to
dl other insurance. For fur-
ther information see Wayne
Wilson at 202 South 4th or
call 753-326.3.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-834,
WE BUY used trailers..
Call 1442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-2758 or 753-5862.
DEWALT (700) 8 inch
radial.. arm saw. _Con: 
pletely assembled.









$16.00 pickup load. Four
miles East on Highway
94.-Call 753-2557.
!EN' FRANKLIN
fireplace for sale. Like
new. Call 753-6259 after 4
NO REGRET, THE best




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
15 Articles For Sale
OAK- AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
-and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
USED EIGHT FT. sliding:-
glass door with frame. ,
Will sell worth the
money. Make an offer.
-Call Hardiman Nix, 753-
2617 or 7533395.
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. Call 436-5820._ =um
BLACK NAUGAHYDE
queen size hide away
-bed. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-142/.
ONE G.E. upright freezer
with lock-on door. For
-cinl 4,00 per month
WAC. For information
--calk/534697. -
N E - TA--P• PA-N- • -
microwave oven with
time selector. For only
- 10.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0597.
LABORERS NEEDED
Laborers needed for public service-imployment -
jobs. If you have been unempleyed 15 out of the
past 20 weeks and your ineOnle has been low, you
could qualify for one of these jobs. Income is
based on your family size. If you are receiving
any type of public assistance, you are
automatically eligible. Applications are being
taken now for jobs that should be available in the
very near future. Please contact your nearest
Manpower Office or call 247-3857 in Mayfield for
information.
Happiness is_having a comfortable home for your family
to enjoy. We think this home will MI the bill There are 4
bedrooms, rec room and family room to insure privacy
for each member of your family. CaN 753-1492 and let Its
tell you of the many other extras in this home.
After Howe
• Loretta lobs - 753-6079




Brenda tones - 73-8668
Glenda Smith. 753-1499 a
rudv lohnston - 43-444ft
--
GREEN VINYL recliner.
TWO PIECE living room










16th Street in File
Meadows, now has
-Paternayan Tapestry-
. . yarns in stock,.
Paternayan 3 ..'ply. _
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook In 28
designs, knitting and





tractor. Also Frankl 1in






%me ••••••4 Ind speries4 over
years_ Os se sly toy OMIlrerl sail job
Is f1461541.





POOL TABLE , 4 x 8 with .
ball return, 1 inch slate,






- beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass_ furniture. 'Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture, 1,136 South




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West_ Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 . Story
Avenue. 753-6767. -
ZENITRT.V: SALE.
Trade now and save. All
color - T;V.'s bought
between now and
Christmas get free 1
year service. Sissons
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, 18 miles West of




27. Mobile Home Sales,
1974 MOBiLE HOME, 3
bedroom, --2 - -baths,





MUST SELL- 1976 Atlantic •
mobile-homer-12-a -65,.-1 -
bedroom, 11/2 bath, new
washer, dryer, central
air. Call 435-4413.
8 x 3$ TWO BEDROOM
trailer, nice. All electric
carpet, furnished, ex-
cept back bedroom.
-Private lot rent, -17;00-
month. 1200.00. Call
after 6 p. m. 753-5946.
12 I a 3 BEDROOM




tIrSkyline. 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath. Just-
like new with excellent
floor - -Partially. ; • -
furnished with washer,
dryer, hookup, natural
gas heat and central air
conditioning. Ready to --
move in at Riviera Cts.
Couple -is moving out. of -




1972 12 x-16 Fifth Avenue,
2 bedroom. Central Air.
Extra nice. Call 753-3280
before 5 or 436-5524 after
6.
29, Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




We are manufacturers of chemical specialities for the industrial,
institutional and commercial markets.
If you are a hard worker with e strong desire to succeed, (soles
experience optional) we will invest our time and money to help
you become stacessfel.
1200 to $550 weekly draw and incentives against Intend com-
missions. Expense allowance while training. Excellent fringe
benefits.
Send Resume to,
Ra Box 30310, Memphis. Tenn 38130
or phone 550-238-5150






Get ready for winter in this 3 bedroom ranch
home with central heat and air, den with
fireplice, 'attached garage and good west side
location. Priced in the mid 30's. Let us show you




George Gollogber 7 5 3 8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
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19. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 MOBILE nomc,
all electric, -2 bedroom,
water furnished. 10
miles Easfof Murray, 1
mile off Highway 94.
75.00 month. Call 474-
23*
TRAILER AND MG lot
near school. Central air
and heat. 120.00 per
month, and deposit. Call
436-2658._
38. Pets Supplies







sofa and chair. Hide-a-
bed, odd chairs, chif-
ferobe. Call 753-9218.
Friday and Saturday, 8-
5 p. m. Garage Sale,
treasures inside. 600x 60. 2 BEDTKIL--- --Pepiew--side door. --electric , coif') e only.
125.00 month. Deposit
air eroiree-8




32. Apartments For Rent
"NEWLY DECORATED
apartments fOr-girrs.
60.00 per month., Call
753-3685.
34. Houses for Rent
1707 OLIVE-3 bedroom,
2 bathhouse. Couples
only. No pets $200
month. Cali 753-3263 ask
for Rom
36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850








BOAR-5 and_pigsfor _sale. _ service. •
Call 436-2255.-
38. Pets Supplies
BIRD DOG PUPS. Will
make good hunting dog












stove and dryer, electric
washer, office desk and
two small desks, childs
bed and dresser, old dish
cabinet, bed frame,
upright piano. Two riles.
Other items. Call 753-
.3292.
,I=11111111
Guess who sold 3110 000




. Guess who listed  1. SOO.-
worth of real estate in 4
days- -
Glenda Smith
. Shell put the spirit. of
-'101KETTA JOBS REM TORS
THREE PARTY rum- to work on your home.
'mag- e sale, Tuesday and -CaN Glenda at 753-1442 or
Wednesday, 406 south 753-1499 today, tonliht-or
4th. whenever_
43 Real Estate
of country living in this
like new, nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located 4
miles from Murray.
There's a sunken living
room, formal dining__ COMM









fle ye ,97, Dv J.4.0 .3.00•• Svntf.cale inC
137-N. PO-Plar-Benton






901 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
Flav-O-Rich, Inc.
Employment Opportunities
For full-time Positions with the Southeast's"
leliduig ,atty.Semi-skilled aretunskilled
opportunities. For appointment and interview_ .call
753-5986. - Room 100 _
On Thursday Nov. 17, 1977
For interview appointment on Friday,
November 18, 1977.
Good Pay and Benefits for those who qualify
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
- 7 ONCE YOU'VE LOOKED,
YOU'LL BE HOOKED
Many delightful surprises await you in this mar-
velously cared for 3 bedroom brick home.
Tasteful selection of wallpapers, paints, drapes
and blending deep pile carpet will enhance_your
living enjoyment. Only 29,500.00 - Call -today.
Don't delay. Don't Delay.
BOYD-MAJORS
105 N. Ink Street
753-8080







B. B. Hook 75343117
COUNTRY CLUB VIEW
Enjoy the beauty of the golf course from your
own window. This immaculate 3 bedroom home
has 2 baths, wall to wall carpet, lovely drapes, 2
car garage, central heat and air. Ori large lot, 125
x 220. Washer and dryer included with sale. This
property is yl perfect condition. Less than a mile
from city limits. Priced in 40s.
Gby Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409.




12th. Street 1 lot from
Main Street. Ideal
location for restaurant,
or any retail business.





49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 VEGA GT, full power
and air 825.00. Call 753-
0225 after 5:30.
1976 SCOUT II XLC,
35,000 miles. Marty
extras. Call 759-1447.







good condition. 1500.00. -




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204.
1965 DODGE Dart, slant •








List Your Property With Us
$05 Blois St. 753-0101
CUTE BUNGALOW
located only Y• block




• backyard has large
garden area. This is an
idiequaled. WWII&
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
7514222- We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.









tendable. Priced _ at
34,500.00. Call 753-3261
Wilton Ins. & Real
Estate anytime.
43. Real Estate
JUNT LIS1 t.1) - Com-
mercial lots. Ideally
located for any type
business you might have
in mind. B2 Zoning. . .
Call Loretta Jobs






Buy this and be your
own boss. Make an offer






711 Main 753 1222
10 ACRES for sale near
Kentuckiced.
at $4250' and owner
wants to sell fast. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-






44 Lots For Sale
TWO CANAL FR
Rotunda, Fla. Paved
street, water and sewer.
&I/ or trade-Call ___75.1%
4124 8-5, 753-0790
evenings.
ENJOY PRIVACY - 5
miles NW of Murray, 3 _
bedroom frame home in
top condition, has own
well,- wall to wail car-
pets Bonus, 2 +_acres.










owner is leaving and
must sell - his misfor-
tune, your good fortune.
Seven room, 3 bedroom,
brick veneer, central
heat and air, 2 baths,
panneled 25x12 den with
bookselves. Located at
810 Guthrie in highly
regarded Bagwell
Manor. Only 37,300.00.
Don't delay inspection -
you may wait too long.






Sinn h 12th al•iitill171°76
TELEPHONE 7511951
OW1ER--.2 bedroom
remodeled house on I
acre. Has nice rich
garden place. Come by
at Joe 'iodic, Route 3,
Box 119, off of Highway
- E. 94. Behind Whites
Camper Sales.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 GRAND PRIX, lo*
mileage,ype owner. Tilt'
wheel, landau top, ex-
cellent buy. Call 753-
4331.
1.474 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
- excellent. Call 753-6649.
1970 TOYOTA- pickup,
11,000 _miles,. _eve:putt











government's energy plan. Millions of
Americans have created a demand the




• The most efficient equipment" -the
foam industry.
For Further Information Contact
NATIONAL FOAM PRODUCTS, INC.





All New 78 Magnavox Models - Low
Monthly Payments
12" B/W Magncivox TV
19" B/W Magnavox TV.
15" Color Magnavox TV
19" Color Magnavox TV
25" Color Console Magnavox TV $111.88
25" Color (Used RCA) TV  $11.66
Magnavox Compoaent. Stereo  $10.33











brick home with living
room, kitchen, dining
room, 2 baths, large
double car garage at 400
South 11th. On large





Priced in 20'i: can 753-




Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen wilt all bunt-
ins. Lots of closet space -
_ includinc_aralk-in. _V-00
sq. ft. Call. 753-9208 after
6 p.m.
47 Motorcycles
--1117•DODGE 2 ton triick
Cla1l,753-2446 after 5 p.
m.
1970 LTD, Chester Stone,










AM-FM, air, only 20,000
miles. 4500.00. Call 753-
0948 after-5 p. m.
1973 GRAND PRIX, fully
equipped. Call 753-0838.
1973 MAVERICK, $1500.
Call 474-2392 after 5 p.m.
074 -MAC pickup with
new radial tires, air and
power with or without




Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and ser-













^ steam or dry foam
method. Serviceinaster-
has been vleaning the
iinest homes tor Over 30













FOR YOUR- septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-4669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
extertor. Also -dry wall





437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
Iii:1141 or 35441111, 
HAVING TROUBLE










and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
AIR COMPRESSORS





Ibleig- Service. NO _














$500. -Call 436-2835. headers, good - gas  - -- 
mileage. $475 or best
- offer. Cap 703-00115.
MI GRAND PRIX, low
1 fledge arienwner.' Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent bur Call 753-
4331.
19$6 FORD ECONOLINE
super van, $750. Call
753-0521, after 6, 436-
2165.
- - - a
1967 CADILLAC De Ville.





both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on -new 78--
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. Call, 753-
- pans 
ELECTRIC WIRING_




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land . cleared of
stumps? We can reutove
stumps -up to 24"
'beneath geound. Leaves'
only sawdust and. chips.
Call, for free estimate,











department at 1-24 and
Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call .
522-8507.
1976 24' SELF CON-
TAINED air, awning,




home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
INSULATION BLOWN in
tiy Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor






















$$$. Attics and walls
blown. Free estimates.
Call 753-3316.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 743-
7203.
WET BASEMENT? Vie





- .11ttc400A, Paducah. Ky •-






inottiod clowns carpets as...
EASILY -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
EFFECT1YELY
cleans, noses and vacuum





a traction of the east
• 
YOU SAVE UP TO
=CIO PERKOOM2





in my home.- From 7 till
5 p.m. Phone 753-5152.
CUSTOM- CARPET care.
Steam clean .one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
. room .would..atrs be
$8.00: -Call 753-1335.
NOW OPEN STARKS and
Young Body Shop. Will



















FREE TO GOOD HOME
3 year old Lhapso Apso.
Good family pet. Call
436-2235.
male kitten, 12 weeks
old, and orange female
cat. Call 753-3994
TWO FEMALE, one male
cats. Female almost





114;orsot rowdy tee,.. Or boy • 111-Bold owl tom Comptes owl
nay to ato•wItio IRS op to 114e141 irtwollord, bit wit prows soy she





Buy From $5500 to $500® wor-
th of merchandise at... "
•No Money Down
•No Interest (For 12 Full Months
*No Carrying Charges
•12 Months To Pay (At No Interest)
Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. Only
Nov. 17-18-19
Just A Small Way To Say
Thank You For Your Business
MURRAY HOME IL AUTO STORE
0 10 80,1, Cesual/pLia)- .4.3.• Y57 257,
ChC.,!nu, Strpot
Want charm and comfort? Then try the house at
1708 Calloway for only 131,000.00. Three bedroom
brick, storm doors and windows, disposal, range.
refrigerator.
•
Plush and lush is the house at 818 North 20th
Street. 2,600 square feet of living space; central
gas heat, central electric air; fireplace; carpet.
disposal; range; refrigerator; dishwasher; two
car garage. See it to believe it! $64,500.00.
Edna Keith, 153-411A Lola semi 153-18011
Ban It•igitt 113-401111 Pat Irmstroae 436 2174
?shy Fain 153-1375 Ray Roberts 436 - 5660
iota lbeeirM 713-2177
.412 Leath 321h3$. '753-1051
1-15T. THEIR POSTAGE_ UNIVER PETTY Mechanical Cnnditinn•
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I Funerals  ;
Final Rites Held
For Orie Nance
Final rites for One Nance of
1103 Vine Street, Murray,
were held Monday at twit p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Res./ HeYward Roberts-
officiating:- Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Serving as active and
honorary pallbearers were
Walter B.- Nance,- Dale Nance,
Jerry Roberts, James
Pickens, --Darren Ceallineoeet--
Steve Marine, Ogie Green-
field, _Pewter Holland, _731.ovis
--rate-, Suer Mehundro,---Lnttier
Nance, Guy Smith, and Perry
Cornwell.
Mr. Nance, age 81, died
Saturday at seven p.m..at -the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a_ retired
employee et the Murray
Division of the Tappan
' Company anda member of the
North Fork Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
'Mrs. Huntus Stiles Nance,
Murray, half brother, Ned
Neece, Almo, and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral Is Today
For C. E. Richie
The funeral for C. E. Richie
is being held today at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Jim Glass and Bro.
Hayes Grady officiating. The
nilsic and song service is by
Jimmy -and Linda Wilson-
SeivIng -as-pallbearers are
Ira Hill, Leslie Douglas, Fred
Douglas, Gary Haneline,
Wade Norsworthy, and Paul
Manning. Burial will follow in
the Bazzell Cemetery.
Mr. Richie, age 90, died
Monday at e: 25 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital-He was a resident of
Salem Church. Radar
Coldwatee, Mayfield Route
Seven, and a Miiiitier of the
Coldwater-United Methodist
Church.
e is survited by his wife,
Lottie -CooPer Richie;
five- claughtere,- Mrs_ Robert
Byrd, Mrs. Cody Young, s.
Cody Tidwell, Mrs. Riley
1 Carter, and MM.. Jerry
Billington; two sons, Charlie
and Harry Richie; three
stepdaughter, Mrs. Elizabeth
Jones, Mrs. Burie Haneline,
and Mrs. J. T. Tidwell; one
step son, James Coopee; one








-Larry Moore of the Office,
for Continuing Education at
Murray State University will
be the guest speaker at
Wednesday's United Campus
TO. DffRAY EXPENSFStarry ingland speech inst-
tuctor at Xafloway County 'High School is pretented
t for 1110-try Rocx-WItcterTmesident nt the Aturray-
a Kiwnis Club yThis will he used to defray eenses of the
ctate'rharnpionsh1p speech treain To' some ol thiqr coni_
tests "Proceeds from the kiwanis dr-ib's l-booth at
Calloway County Fair are used to promote tbese wor-
thwhile community south artiyities" slid Wilder at the
presentation
FOR BAND TRIP-Joe Sills (hie(
Murray, High School is presented a check for $150 hr.
-Ross Wilder, presiderit orthe Murray Kiwanis Chile This
will be used by the band during its trip to the Orange.
1143Wr as the *National .Cliamilion Marching Band of
America later this year. ''''Proceeds-liom--The KiWanie-
Club's booth at the CallowaN County •Fair are used to
promote these worthwhile community youth activities"
said Wilder at the presentation
band instrUctor at
Fire System, Evacuation, Could Have
Saved Most Southgate Dead, Expert Says
ATLANTA (AP) • --
Adequate fire protection
systems and evacuation
training of employees might
'have Caved most of the 164
people who died in a supper
club fire in Southgate, Ky., in
May, an investigator of the
fire says.
Richard Bestial fire analysis
specialist, told the nonprofit
National Fire Protection
Asaociation's fall meeting
here Monday that an elec-
trical erfre broke out in ap
unoccupied-Aar vice room at
the BeverlY Miffs -qoPri,..
between 8:45 and 8:50 p.m. on
May 28, but patrons in the
Cabaret Room, where most of
the victims died, weren't
warned of the blaze by em-
ployees 'until 9 p.m.
Minutes _later, when
volunteer firefighters arrived,
the Cabaret Roam was
blanketed. with "tremendous
smoke," he said preventing
many occupants from
escaping.
"If there had been
evacuation training for em-
' -Ployees and a fire escape plan,
that might have provided the
extra minutes that would
have allowed people to be
evacuated," he said.
"Not all who died there were
originally in the Cabaret
Room, but mistakenly entered
in an attempt to escape froni
the fire,", he said, adding that
firefighters could not get into
the room "because people
were in th doorway.
"The exits were not clearly
indicated and beyond the
double doors leading out (of
the Cabaret Room) there was
no indication of the direction
to go " he said.
By 10:30 p.m., the club was
in flames, and all firemen who
were searching for victims
were, ordered evacuated, he
said . _
The club, which had bet-
ween 2,400 and 2,800 patrons
that night, did not meet the
Standards of the NFPA's Life
Safety Code, Best said.
The number of people in the
Cabaret Room - where singer
John Davidson was scheduled
to appear - was triple the
number of occupants the room
could safely accomodate, he
said. Tables were packed to-
gether, chairs were located in
the aisles and the number of
exits ;vas not adequate, he
added.
-prateetion awaited:
of fire extinguishers, no
sprinklers and no smoke
detectors" in the building,
which was decorated with
flammable hardboard pan-
eling, carpets, drapes and
chandeliers, he said.
Best said a building which is
classified safe for more than
1,000 people must have
passageways with flame
WKMS To Air Programs In
Celebration Of Women Series
WKMS-FM public radio for
western Kentucky Is joining in
the ''Celebration of Women,"
a special for and about women
slated this week, according to
station manager Jesse Young.
. The programs will be
produced locally and provided
by National Public Radio
(NPR) the network for public
' radio stations-. They began
Nov. 14 and will ten through
Nov. 18.
Tuesday's interview will be
done with Sue Portervof the
Counseling & Testing Center
and will focus on "Woman -
Divorced and Still a Person."
She will address the problems
and possibilities of the
divorced woman and suggest-
ways to 'deal with the
emotional aspects of child
custody and property set-
Ministry luntheon. dement.
Moore will present an Tefe shoes will be aired each
overview of community day at 12:05p.m. over WICMS-
education in Kentucky and -- PM.
will describe the progress
made in the last tw,p years. His
presentation "Kentucky
Community Education to
Date" will include a brief slide
show. _
The seeond luncheon
speaker to deal with com-
munity education, Moore
follows a talk given by Phil
Deaver on the philosophy of
community. education. He
plans to show how the
philosophy is being put to
work in Kentucky.
Moore received his B.A.
degree in English from the
University of • Nebraska and
his Master's degree from
Murray State in Guidance and
Counseling.
Luncheons are held weekly
from 12:30 to 1:20 and cost
$1_25. Everyone is invited, a
spokesman said. "-
.,Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 15,1977
Kentucky Purohase .Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act 379 Est 595 Barrows &
Gilts 39- 50 higher Sows steady - 1 00
lower
US 1-2 200-230 I bs $3840-39 00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 9.18 25-38 75
US 2-4 248-260 I bs :37.00-38 TS
Sows 
260-280 lbs P6 00-37 00
14.1.4 $31 00-32 80
00-3773T
'ttS)-3 ' .. 331.50-32 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. -  13906-3000
Roars 24 00-2610,
Mrs. Jo Curris, Christopher
& Hurt Law Firm, will present
the legal aspects of Wife and
child abuse, rape, social
security and diyorce in the
Wednesday interview,
"Woman- The Struggle to Be
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger •6,





29in - ' .,
Air Products  274s
Am Motors 4
Ashland Oil . . 315, -In
A T. & T 61 -4-'.
Ford !Motor Co 455, 4...,
Gem Dynamics 51.2 4-15n
Gen Motors -,667, 4- s.
Gen Tire Xi's um-
Goodrich Ml., -'.
Gulf Oil .. 271. unr
IBM  26114 43',
Pennwalt 34% H
Quaker Oats ., .... Z% .,- '.
Tappan , . 7,- unc
Western Union  17'. one
'Zenith Radio . - 145. 4'-
Pnces of stock of loce I interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to Ote Ledger 8,
Timm by First of Michigan Corp , of
Murray, areas follows
Heublein Inc.  Z31. urn'
McDonalds Corp. 505. 44-.
Ponderosa Systems , 15%, - L.
Kimberly (lark . 395. '5.
Union Carbide . . 425. -4
W R Grace. ---''. 277. +5.
Texaco 275. -Li.
General Flee  52% . .:L.
'AF C ..  14_ 4-L4
.eorgia arsfic  , . .29% uric
. PItzei....., 4-,-,- .... 4. . Xli_ ..7.bt._ _
JizilVters • ----, . ..,..•••• --. -12, ..-4. - ,
K Imre . 19 A.
Disney , . . 39-14
Franklin Mint Pi 4'S
a Person."
"_Woeutin --- And Other
Women" will be coordinated
by Carol Julian, graduate of
Marshall University, Hun
tington, Va. and Cindie
Deaver, graduate of Rosary
College, Chicago, IL -
housewives by. choice. The
discussion of Thursday will
focus on women relating to
each other in supportive
grcrups--; ' the - 'women's
movement and decisions
made by women to be
housewives' instead of career
women.
Lanette Thurman, Director
of the Personal Enrichment
Center at Murray State wil
cppcjude the programs with
"Woman - A Professional
Among Men." Lanette will
discuss myths about the
working women, how viomen
sabotage themselves in the
executive arena and the
development -of- pertential-for
professional success.
The series is being coor
dinated by Lanette Thurman
of the Personal Enrichment
center with Jackie Hayes and
Jesse Young of WKMS.
Other locally produced
programs and features from
Nationar Public Radio which
will be aired are, Tuesday,
Nov. 17, 8 p. m., "Thursday
Night Special," an Options
presentation of Margaret
Mead on women today. NPR's
Barbara Newman interviews
anthropologist Margaret
Mead about the role of women
in the world today.
Theatre...
-




Everlyn Fox Keller, founder
of the American Women In
Science, Virginia Upton, the
only female, nuclear power
plant operator.
On Friday, Nov. 18, 7 p. m.,
"Options" will present
Women in art. NPR's Wendy
Blair reports.
On Saturday, Nov. 19, at 10
a. in., a half hour special
dealing with some aspects of
women in society will be
broadcast.
Sunday, Nov. 20 6:30 p. m.
WKMS-FM will air "Folk
Festival-U.S.A." Musical
highlights from the Fourth
National _Women's Music
Festival include per-
formances by gospel singer
Jane Sapp, soul singers
"Sweet Honey In the Rock"
and country artists Anne
Romaine and Hazel Dickens.
On Monday, Nov. 21, 7 p. m.,
"Options in Education" will
be aired. Part one and two
examines prohibition of sex
discrimination in education.
Leading educators, parents,
and students look into
facilities for females in sports.
Also on WKMS' regularly
scheduled programs are "All
Things Considered," Nov. 18-
Nov. 21 at 4 p. m. Jackie Judd,
weekend co-host NPR's
Peabody award winning news
and public affairs program
will file nightly reports from
the National Women's Con-
ference.
(Continued Min f'age 1
Rogers.
Southwest Elementary School- -
Alikal Grimes, Bill z Phillips, Patrice
Fleming, Leila Umar, Terry Thomas,
Erin Regina O'Brien, and John Hassell.
Carter Elementary School - Brent
- Priddy, Chrystie Howard, Shannon
Christopher, and Shane Pollard.
Robertson Elementary James
Whitlow,
East Elementery - Jennifer Jarrett,
Joey Hicks, and Michelle Jarrett.
North EreMentary Jelin I,ovins
and Billy Bazzell.
'And from' the community Gary
-Broskwa- Joha---
'
Adrriission for the show will be $1.50
spread factors of 0-20. The
flame spread factor of the
paneled main hallway of the
supper club was 150-200, he
said.
Flame spread factor is
based on the flammability of
the materials used in the
structure, with zero being the
least flammable.
The major causes of death
from the fire were smoke in-
halation and acute carbon
monoxide poisoning, Best
said, explaining that "some
escaped the building, but then
collapsed And died."
Faculty Brass' • -
Quintet And Trio I
To Give Recital -
The Faeulty Brase-Quintet
and Brass trio at Murray
State University-will present a
recital at 3:30 p.m. Sunday,
Nov. 20, in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts-Center on the campus.-
Open to the public at no
the "Progratif
include transeriptions of
renaissance music by Anthony
Holborne and Samuel Scheidt
and contemporary music for
limas. by Verne Reynolds,
Fisher Tull, and William
Duckworth.
Members of the group are
David R. Shaner and Robert
Scribner, trumpets, John






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The state Department of
Transportation has received




The largest grant, $80,000
will be used by the traffic
division to inventory and
install local traffic signs to
bring them in compliance with
federal standards, Grayson
said Monday.
He saidall state traffic signs
are in compliance with federal
Standards but local com-
pliance varies throughout the
state.
The division also was
awarded a $35,000 federal
grant for its accident sur-
veillance program.
Another grant, for $12,000
was made to the division's
traffic signal improvement
program and the fourth
provides $10,000 in federal
matching funds for a
pavement marker
replacement program.
for adults and $1 for children. A
schedule of the show's tours has been
released and will include a visit to three
of the county schools and two of the city
schools.
On Thursday Dec. 1, "Story Theatre"
will be at Southwest Elementary; on
the next day _the show will travel to
Carter Sch(4, then on Saturday, Dec.
3, the cast will appear at North
Elementary The final two per-
formances will come oil Monday, Dec.
5, at Murray Middle School and
Tuesday, Dec. 6, 
-.71.ii.f.hirfrvatenttne; ISterrTheetre' is-- --R-
e combination of febles and stories for
both young 
at East lementary.
According ' to theatre- director





PRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - extent that they are necessary
The attorney general's office for the protection of the
says a local school board can reputations of the individuals
Secret( interview candidates involved," Asidstant Attorney
-for a "Went beard position' General Carl Miller Mid Men-
and also can institute day.
disciplinary action against a- Kentucky law requires
Student without holding open public bodies to hold open
meetings. meetings - with prior notice
But it added that after a to be given - but lists a
board Picks a new member it number of exceptions.
must, do ao offisially ' in a . ".This A A:trope; ep
PUNIC SeStrOn.- -Ceition," -miller said.
"We (also) think that some The opinion, xhich has no
discussion of the reason for force of law, went to John
electinta patrIcular perstat-lakhdm,-- attorney-for the
should take place in an open Christian County Board of
meeting and that dosed sea-




Bill Moss of Camden, Me.,
whose work as a tent sculptor
has earned him a reputation
as innovative in the field of
lightweight tension struc-
tures, will present a guest
artist slide-lecture at Murray
State University Thursday
evening, Nov. 17.
Open to the public at no
admission charge, the
presentation will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423 of the Price
.Doyle Fine Arts Center. He is
also scheduled to make a
presentation At -F-t. -C7ampbell
Oh Friday, Nov. 18.
His visit is part of a series of
visiting artist appearances
during the year at Murray
State and in the surrounding
area. The series is made
possible by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and the National Endowinent
for the Arts, in -conjunction
with the Denirtinent of Art at
Murray State.
Moss, who uses fiberglass,
nylon, paper products, and
other new materials in his tent
designs, regards , -fabric
strictures as. functional and.
-a-esthetic alternatives - to
conventional shelter.
He created tile 0-Dome, a
large, circular structure made-
of plastic-laminated cellulose,
whiai became successful as-
an instant vacation home. He
also designed the
revolutionary Pop Tent, which
was exhibited at the Brussels
World Fair, the Moscow
Exhibition, and the In-
ternational Trade Fair. His
tents have been displayed at
the Museum of Modern Art.
Moss got his formal training
in art at The University_ of
Michigan and the Cranbrook
Academy of Art. During a 10-
year stint with tile Ford Motor
Company as art director,
illustrator, and designer of
outdoor living 'equipment, he
began to develop new ideas for
-lightweight recreational and
living structures.
His designs have been
featured in Time, Sports
Illustrated,, Esquire, Better
Camping, Look, Ford Times,
and the New York Times.
Education.
Miller noted his office al-
ready has said candidates for
superintendent of schools
could be interviewed in dosed
session because of the can-
didates' desire to keep their
applications confidential.
"For the same reason we
think that prospective board
•n.-•mbers may be interviewed
in dosed session on matters
Mvelving-personal privaer,"-
he said.
"A candidate's position On
matters of public policy is a
different matter, however,
and there should be no secret
Understandings • on - such
policy."
Kirkham indicated the
Christian County school board,
planned to pick a member for-
mally at an open meeting
while Millter indicated that,
although this conforms to the
leer btitts-law-, The spirit of
the law calls for an open
-danaaion wny the
member was selected. _
Miller also adyised Kirham'
that the school board could
take final action on a student
disciplinary matter in closed
session.
"The whole disciplinary
proceeding may be conducted
in closed isesaion provided the
requirements of due process
are observed," he said.
"The student and his
parents must be notified and
afforded the opportunity to be •





LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Hundreds of residents fled
their expensive, rustic canyon
hoipes or stayed behind to




The blaze destroyed six
houses, damaged 'three other
dwellings and charred up to
600 acres of trees and brush.
Early today, Los Angeles
County firemen told residents
that coorfridst ocean breezes
had replaced. the hot_ Santa
Ana winds- and that the threat
to their dwellings had sub-__
sided.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) - The-.
Federal government- says..
there were 3- percent more
marriages during the-- first--
seven months of this year than
during the same period a year
ago. Divorces increased-only 1
percent.
The_ report said there were
1.23 niillion 'marriages in'the
United States from January
through July 1977. At the same
time, there were 633,000
divorces granted through
July, only 2,000 more than for
the same time period in 1976.
The birth rate in America
increased during the first
eight months of the year
compared with the rate a year
ago. But scientists say the
change does not necessarily
indicate a trend. • -
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Sponsors of the Humphrey-
Hawkins bill hope for fast
congressional approval of the
legislation, which sets the goal




although the. bill has been
diluted from its original
version. It creates no new
federal jobs programs to meet
the unemployment target.
It also does not require the
administration to take specific
steps to meet the goal.
An aide.tp one r.ongressional
ttitkersald sporisoteltiresee
the bill passing in 1978."
INTERNATIONAL
JERUSALEM (AP) - A
visit by President Anwar
Sadat to Israel appears cer-
tain but the Israeli chief of
staff warns the Egyptian
army is still preparing for
war.
Israeli Prime Minister
Menahem Begin told Walter
Cronkite of CBS he would send
an official invitation to Sadat
via the American am-
bassadore to Israel and Egypt.
Sadat told Crookite he was
lint waiting- foi the' ifroper
invitation."
LONDON (AP) - Dozens of
London fir men abandoned
_their, day national strike
for an hour early today to help
inexperienced' army
firefighters put out a blaze in a
hospital and rescue scores of
helpless patients from smoke-
filled wards.
There were na casualties,
and the firemen went back to
the picket lines after the fire
was under control.
_ -
CAIRO (AP) - Saudi
Arabia is expected to renew
pressure on the United States
to become Somalia's major
arms .supplier following the
Somalis,' break with Moscow.
Somalia stuck with the
Kremlin wait began pouring
arms into Ethiopia while
denying them to Somalia. The
Russians did this in an at-
tempt to end Somali support of
the rebels fighting to join the




Wrestlin&Thursday Night - Nov. 17, 1
8:00 p.m.
Western Kentucky Exposition Center
Murray, Ky. ,,,
*MAIN EVENT* ;
See Four of the nations'





and Pistol Pez Whatley
*TAG MATCH*
Action Packed









- Otte Otherirrg Match-'
To Be Announced -
• to
5.
